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ABSTRACT

in this thesis consists of two oarts. The
first part deals with hiqh field electric conductjon and the second part
deals with electrolumìnescence in dielectric liquids. In the first part,
a model based on the theory of filamentary single injection and field
enhanced trapping mechanl'sm is presented, and an expression for the hìghfield conduction current as a function of app'lied field and temoerature
The work presented

has been

derived. This

model

fits well the experimental results

a]iphatic and aromatic hydrocarbon liquids
dependence

of the thermal activation

and expìains

energy

on both

the field

for electric conduction in

these 1 iqui ds.

In the second part, experimental results for electroluminescence
as a function

of appìied field, hydrostatic

pressure and temperature in

n-hexane, cyclohexane, chloroform, benzene, n-hexane mixed w.ith ethyì

alcohol, and carbon tetrachloride are presented. There are two contrary
results in the pressure dependence. The electroluminescent 'intensity
increases with increasing pressure

for

benzene,

but decreases with increasing

for the other liquics under investigation, except carbon
tetrachlot'ide in which no'light emission in the visible region has been
detected at fieìds up to a value close to its breakdown strength. The
pressure

electroluminescent intensity

is

temperature dependent. The

is fluctuating with time even at a fixed vo'ltage
These electroluminescent phenomena are

of molecules. Other effects

and

liqht ìntensity

at a fixed

temperature.

attributed to the impact excitation

such as electrohydrodynanric motion and

l1

microcavity formation at hìgher fields which may pìay a role in these
phenomena

are aiso discussed.
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CHAPTER

1

I NTRODUCTION

0f the various properties of dielectric ì'iquìds, hìgh-field
conduction, prebreakdown phenomena and breakdown processes are of great
ìnterest and imporrtance to electrical engineers
are

stìll

power

one

for

them has been

for

high-voitage

the subject of research for more than

years. Before 1955 most experiments

oil

media

djelectric I'iquids

apparatus. The study of these propert'ies and the mechanisms

responsible
50

of the most ìmportant insulatìon

because

were performed

[Gemant 1950, Tropper 1961, and Kok

thought that

l96l].

in

transformer

Laterl investigators have

in order to expìore the insight of these propertìes,

pure

liquids of simp]e chemical structure such as hydrocarbons, saturated and
unsaturated, shou]d be used. During the past 20 years several active

in the United States, Lewis's group and
Kao's group in England, Felici's group in France, Adamczewsk'i's grouo in
Poland and roriyama's group in Japan contrìbuted greaily to the understanding of this field.
Recently, on the basis of experimental facts that electrícal
conduct'ion at h'igh fields is filamentary, which was observed by Kao and
groups such as sharbaugh's group

h'is group [Hwang and Kao 1974 and
has formed a fiìamentary s'ingle

saji

and Kao i9767, Kao [1975, 1976]

injection theory for high fìeld electric

in dielectric 1ìqu'ids. His theory is, so far,
one and'it predicts well the field and temperature

conduction and breakdown

the most successful
dependence

of electric conduction current; and the temperature, pressure and

2.

chemical structure dependence of breakdown strength

1ìquìds. Hìs theory is
and the

based on

in hydrrocarbon

the assumption that both the permìttivity

carrier mob'i'lity are constant for mathematical

However, Kao 119761 has pointed

simpl

icity.

out that a more rigorous treatment should

include the f ield dependence of perm'itìvíty, carrier mob'if ity and possibly

of space charge, 'impurities, and
e'lectrohydrodynamic motion; and that to solve electric transport problems
in d'ielectrics (either solids or liquids) it is more convenient to
other parameters due to the effects

assume

that the carrier concentration is controlled by the carrier

injectìon

mechanism and

that the carrier mobìl'ity is controlled by the

trapping and detrapping processes. The field dependent carrier mobilities
'in severaì hydrocarbon liqu'ids (n-hexane, benzene and toluene) have been
experimentaily observed by schmidt and Allen [1970], and M'inday et al.
[1971], and the effects

of traps

on

carrier mobi'l'ity and electric

conduction

have been reported by Secker and Belmont [1972f and Devins and hlei 11972].

0n the basis

of all these facts

to include the field

and concepts Kao's th'oory has been extended

of carrier mobility.
It is interesting to note th'at in the literature the high-fie'ìd
electric conduction data are very scarce. Since the pubi'ication of
LaPage and DuBridge

dependence

dependence

of the'ir results on the field

of conduction current in toluene in

and temperature

1940 and

later

the

of Kao and Calderwood of their results in n-hexane and
carbon tetrachloride in 1965, there is practical'ly no other systemat'ic data
available in this field. For this reason we have measured systemat'icaì'ly
the conduction current as a function of applied field and temperature in
publication

n-pentane, n-hexane, n-heptane (saturated hydrocarbon liquìds),
benzene and
tol uene (unsaturated hydrocarbon ì t'quids), and al so to correlate
these results
wi

th our theorry.
One

of the interesting

ìiquids is electroluminescence.
the emission of

ljght in

prebreakdown phenomena

in dielectric

Darveniza and Tropper [1961

] have observed
that its ìntens.ity

oil and reported
increases with increas'ing app'lied fiel d. Since thei r publ
icatìon in l g6l ,
several investigators fMur:ooka et al.1963 and Jones and Angeror .¡966]
have
investigated further this phenomenon in transformer oil. However,
Kao,s
group ìn England were the first to observe a similar phenomenon.in pure
transformer

n-hexane using an image

intensifier [sm'itfr, Kao, Calderwood and McGee 1966].
To explore this phenomenon further, a series of
experiments using the
same techniques adopted

by Kao and his co-investigators have been performed

on a number of

dielectric ìiquids at various hydrostatic pressures and
temperatures'in order to study the relation of the threshold
field for
onset of the'light emission and the light intensity w.ith
some physical
parameters

of the 'l i qui ds

the

.

gàfo;e presenting our resurts
and theor^y, it js desirabre to
revÍew briefly the most important work relevant
to this thesis in order to
give a clear view of the present state of
knowledge in this fÍeld. Thus,
chapter 2

will

to the review. chapter 3 wiil describe the
experimental techniques involved 'in this investigation.
The major work on
high field electric conduction, both theoreticar
and experimentar,
be devoted

is

presented

in

4, and that on electroluminescence in Chapter 5. The
gsreral concrusions arising from the present
work are given in chapter 6.
Chapter

/l

CHAPTER 2
REVIEl^J

OF PREVIOUS

I,JORK

In this chapter a brief review of the previous work on high-fieìd
conduction, prebreakdown, and breakdown phenomena ìn
hydrocarbon liquids
is presented. Aìthough our interest is hígh-fie1d phenomena in pure

liquids, the

of impurities which controls the electrical propert.ies
in liquids at low fields js also responsibie for most phenomena observed
at high fields. At fields lower than 10kv cm-i th. conduction current
presence

rises ìinearìy with the appiied electric field
been reported by Adamczewski

and obeys 0hm,s law as has

Itsos1. If the conduction js ionic

carrier source is mainly due to thermal excitation

and the

and extraneous radiatìon,

a sub-ohmic region would be expected to exist in which the conduction
current tends towards saturation. However, such a saturation

region is

not precisely defined, and instead, the cument is increasing
sìowìy with
the field indicatìng a new mechanism, possibly carr.ier injection
from

electrodes starts to become'important beyond the ohmic region
flGreen 1955].
The following review is concentrated mainìy on this
non-linear regìon.

2.1 l]q||

FrELD

CoNDUCTTON

erectric fierds are higher than approximateìy
80 kv tt-1 th. current tends to rise non-lfnearìy with
the increase of the
field, and at sufficientiy high fields breakdown occurs. Typical currentwhen appìÍed

field characteristics are shown in Fig. z.r. Many .investiqators
in
this field [House 1957, Lewis 1960, l,rlatson and sharbaugh 1960,
Kao
calderwood 196s, and Kao 19761 have investigated
the

and

effects of applied

Ã

¿f,"'
t'-.---'"""'
.--_-.-

200

100

t¡'l
cl

Fig. 2.r current.density J(A cm-2) as a function of electrode
separario! .(lm) a!.various appìied fields (irõm
i00 ro zz0 ku gm-1) for n-heläne. 0 - phoiphore
bronze para'l1el plane electrodes; e - stàiñiäii steel
paraìlel plane ejectrodes [after Goodwin and
MacFadyen 19531.

6.

electric field and temperature on the conduction current. They have
attributed the marked increase in the conduction current with increasing
appìied field to the electron emiss'ion from the cathode e.ither due to
schottky thermionic emission following the equation

.tÍ

q(0

-r/ï)

1 - ^ -2 ^.._.
,=urt-expt--__d

or

due

to

Fowler-Nordheim

field

(2.1)

emissìon following the equation

J=a12exp(where

i

(2.2)

E-'

âs, â and b denote constants characteristic for a gìven metal

surface condition and g0

and

is the work-function of the metal.

In general, most investigators have considered the straight ìine
of the plot of ln J versus /F as the 'indication of the Schottky emissíon
mechanism, and

the straight ìine of the plot

of

1n(¿/EZ) versus

indication of the Fowler-Nordheim field emission.
Sharbaugh [tS0O1 have reported
both

l/E as the

However, Watson and

that their experimenta'l results can fit well

sLhottky' emission equat'íon [Eq. (z.r)] ano Fowrer-Nordheim

cor d

emission equation [Eq. (Z.Z)].

Recently Kao ltgl1] has
were

pointed out that these two equatíons

originaì1y derived for electron emission from a clean metal to

vacuum based on

clusion

if

a uniform field, and it could lead to an incorrect

con-

these two equations were used directly without being modif-ied

to correlate with the experimental current voìtage characteristics of
ìiquid. In liquids the effects of space charge and electrode surface

the

7.

conditions cannot

distribution in

be

the

ignored [Kao 19761, since these modÍfy the field

'l'iquid gap
and hence, affect the efficÍency of

electron emission.
The investigat'ion
may be

of high fier d conduction in

hydrocarbon r .iquids

divided into the following areas:

(i)
(ii¡
(ii'i)

the effects of sorid and gaseous impurities,
the effects of electrode materiaìs,
the processes occurring in the bulk of the liquìd,
including the effects of molecular structure,
temperature and hydrostat.ic pressure.

In the fierd of erectric conduction in dierectric
riquids at
high applied fiejds, the investigators are always
faced by the difficuìty

of obtaining reproducible results.

The divergence

results reported by some investigators
[Green
and

Inuishi

1960 and Zaky

adopted by them

et al.

1gS5, House IgS7,

19631 may be due

for treating their liquid

Kao and calderwood [1965] have adopted

of the experimentaì

to different

sampres and

Chong

methods

electrodes.

a conditioning technìque

However,

wh.ich has

to obtain reproducible results. l,/ith this technique
the
ìiquid samp'le is stressed electrjcaìly for 40 minutes
at each of four or
five different increasing fields. After such a step
by
enabled them

step conditioning

process with

fields up to

of the electric breakdown strength of the
sampìe' the conduction current is then measured
lb minutes after attaining
its steady state varue. using this technique they have found
that the
80%

conduction cuffent measured

several hours later.

is negìigibìy different from that measured

8.

2.I.I

The Effects
a

)

Sol

.i

d

Impuritjes

i mpuri

solid t-*-rr.,
of

of

ti

es

.r. r*voidabìy

present

in dielectric

-liquids

possible sources for the solid impurities to get into the
liquid sample such as the release of impurity particles from the walls of
because

many

the test cells and the surfaces of ejectrodes. In 1963 Lewis and Sletten
have reported that particles of the order of 1 um size could be
observed

in n-hexane during high fieìd

experiments with a microscope. Krasucki

[1968] has studied the motion of spherìcaì

particles of radius R in a
liquid subiected to an electric field, and the effect of such particles
on electric conduction in liquids. Krasucki [196g] has assumed that

(i) the particle is
to a value

Q on

to the cathode

conductìng,

(ji)

the part'icle

contact with the anode, and (iii)

due

to the electrostatic force

neutralized and acquires a charge

-Q.

The

is

instantaneously charc;ed

later it is attracted

QE, where

it is

instantaneous'ly

particle is then attracted

to the anode and this oscil'latory motion between the electrodes
The express'ion for Q derived by Krasuckí [1968] .is given by
Q

= {$) n3.nzr

and the expression for the average current due

back

cont.inues.

(2.3)

to the particle

motion

between the electrodes is gi ven by
1-Y

n
T

where

r is the transit

(2.4)

for the particle to travel across
the gap. l¡Jith the aid of Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.4), Krasucki
[1968] has
t'ime requi red

q

calculated the dependence of current on the appiied

fie]d, and r"eported
that the calculated current-field characteristics for n-hexane is ìn good
agreement with the experimenta] results of House
[19s7]. In rgTz
Birlasekaran and Darveniza have used Krasucki's model to analyse the role

of particles in

jn particular, their contribution
as charge carriers to conduction current. From the comparison of their
calculated cuffent-field characterist'ics in n-hexane with the experimental
results of House [1957], Sletten and Lewis Itgog],and Zaky et al.
Itgos],
prebreakdown processes and

they have estimated the possible sizes of conducting part.icles
n-hexane sampìes used .in their experiments.
Rhodes and

process
degree

Ín

of

Brignell lllg7l, Ig72J have examined the

n-hexane under

in

the

conductìon

natural contamination conditions. The small

contamination was achieved by using the same test

several months but with fresh sampìes of

cell for

filtered n-hexane. Based on

their experimentaì resuìts, they have reported that contrary to the idea
of conducting spherical particles, the particles observed are moderate'ly
insulating, their travel time across
dwell time on either electrode

is

100 um gap

is

10 psec,while

their

greater than 100 msec. The large dwell

time has been attributed to the presence of an insulating ìayer on the
surfaces of the electrodes that impedes the neutralization between the
charged

particles and the electrode.
Pujse

activity or (current fluctuation) during conduction current

measurements has been observed by many

investigators IKao and Calderwood

1965, Megahed and Tropper 1971, and Rhodes and Brigne'l'l
and Tropper

Itgzt]

have

rg7z|.

Megahed

attributed the large pulses in transformer

oil

to

10.

particle

the small pulses to ionizatjon of microscopic
bubbles by electrons ìnjected from the cathode. However,
Kao and
movement, and

gas

Calderwood [1965] have reported

that the conditioning process greatìy
reduced the current fluctuation, but fluctuation ten times
the steady

state

cu:':nt s!'i1l

occasionally occurred during measurement. They have

attributed the cuffent-fluctuations to the transient
bubbles occasionally formed'in the

is greatìy reduced

ììquid

gap and

presence

this

of tiny

bubble formation

under applied hydrostatic pressure.

of the above mentioned resu'lts suggests that
are at least partìy control-led by impurities.

An appraisaì

conduction processes

b)
Gaseous

Gaseous

the

impurjties

impurities constitute another experìmental varìable
in

in dielectric 'lìquids. sletten ttsssl
has reported that the addition of small quantities
of dissolved oxygen to
degassed n-hexane has the effect of stabi'lizing
the current fluctuations,
and with oxygen dissolved in n-hexane he could
measure the conduction
high-field conduction

measurements

current up to the fierd crose to the breakdown strength
of the riquid.
Two possible mechanisms have been suggested
to expìain this phenomenon.
The

first

mechanism

is that oxygen is an electronegative

capture electrons emitted from the cathode

gas and tends to

to form negative ions of

mobility [Hurst and Borther i959]. The negative'ion may
be formed
a three body collision following the process
ñ+^rv1-nuZ'9rÄ+Ut+X+energy.

low

throuqh

(2 q\

11.

Any

foreign atoms or

molecules may

mechanism has been proposed by

0z* q *

act as the third

Schujtz

(O;)unstabj.

ln1Zl

*

and

it

of

is

X.

The second

represented by

0 + 0- + energy

which involves the formation of a negative atom.
Based on the above experimenqf
fact,
presence

body

(2

can be concluded

^\

that the

in hydrocarbon ìiquids reads ro
stabirizing the conduction current due to its
scavanging effect. To our

little

oxygen

knowredge, veny

work has been done

to study the effect of any other
dissojved
on the conduction current
in dielectric liquids-

2.1.2
ïhe effects oferectrode materiaìs
materiar

terial

gases

s

may be due

to the erectrode

itseif or due to the erectrode surface
conditions,

or both.
conduction may involve carrier
inject-ion from the cathode,
Green [1955] has reported
that, using four cathode materiars
Fe, Ni, Au
and Cu whose work function
increases in the above order,
the value of the
conductÍon current at a fixed
field does not increase as the work
function
increases' and the J-E characteristics
are strongry dependent on erectrode
materiar and its surfaceconditions
as shown in Fi g. 2.2. Green
has
concluded that there is
no simpìe reJation for the
dependence of electric
conduction on the electrode
work function and that the
cruciar factor is
the condition of erectrode
surfaces rather than the metar
itserf. He
since high

field

aìso suggested that positive
ions generated in the ìfquid
by externa.r
radiation or dissocjation of
impur.ity molecules, whích
are accumulated

has

12.

C

oÞÞar

Fig.2.2 Emission characteristics for cathodes of various
materials with a fixed gap 'length [after Green19551.

13.

in front of the cathode, set up an intense local field across
the surface
layer' It is this field which induces the generation of electrons
by
field emission. Thus, for a given appìied field, the local
fjeld

established'is determined by the balance in the suppìy
of positive ions
from the'liquid and the neutralization of these
ions by electrons emitted
from the cathode. The efficiency

of the neutralization

process

wiì'l

then

the conductivity, homogenity and thickness of the surface
layer.
Zaky et a]. Its0:1 have also studied the effects
of e]ectrode

depend on

materiaJ and electrode oxidation on the conduction
current in n-hexane.
They have reported that when a copper erectrode, previous'ry
oxjdized,was
used either as cathode or anode,there was no marked
change in the

conduction

current between the two cases. However, using a stainless
steel e'lectrode,
such an interchange of erectrodes in the same riquid,produced
a marked

in the shape of the current-field characteristic. In rgTs
Gal'lagher has suggested that the findings of Zaky
et al. [1963] are
change

possìbly due to an anode effect rather than a
cathode

effect.

swan and

Lewis [1961] have proposed

conditions must

that for an anode effect to appear, two
be met: (i) the liquid should contaín certain amount
of

impurìties which would trap electrons emitted from the
cathode to form
negative ions, and (íi) the anode shoujd be covered
with an insulating
layer which can block the neutralization of these negative
ions. A blocking

a build up of negative space charge which wìll limit
anode current- The resurt is that the fierd at
the cathode wíil be
anode can cause

depressed and

that at the anode enhanced. urt.imatery, the fierd in

anode region may become high enough

to

produce pos.itive ions

the

the

via electron

74.

collision with liquid molecules.

will

cathode

enhance

process. This type

These

positive jons

when moving

the field there to'increase the electron

of

feedback

wiil

have an infruence on

to

the

emìssion

the fìerd

d'istribution and may lead to the rapìd increase of current with
appìied

field as has been observed by Zaky et aì. [1963]. The two conditions
proposed by Swan and Lewis
ltgol] may be present to a certain degree in
most experjmental conditions because no matter what degree

the liquid

is, it

a'lways contains

second condition may a'rways
methods

certain

amount

of purìty of

of ìmpurìties.

ïhe

exist to a varyìng degree as the different

of electrode preparation are adopted. The wax formation on the

anode has been reported by MacFadyen [1955] and more recently
by

Apìin and secker

ltglzl.

such a waxy insulating layer formed on the t.ip

electrode appeared only when it was used as an anode in hydrocarbon liquids.

attributed this wax formation to localized liquid ionization
wh'ich 'is accompanied by 'lìquid poìymerization.
They have

Thus the current-f.iel

d

characteristics are also partly controlled by the combined action
of the
cathode and the anode and particular]y the condÍtions of
their surfaces.
2

.7.3

Tlre Processes Occurri

n

An 'interestinq controvery has existed for: many years
on the
quest'ion whether col I ision 'ionization occuns in
I iquid hydrocarbons

[o-process]
l4acFadyen

at

hiclh f iel

ds.

House t1gs7,l and

Iiss:1 favor the existance of

earr.ier

an d-process

Goodwin and

in liquid

hydrocarbons. However, Green Iigso-ì doubts the existence
of an d-process

in licluids.

Green [1956] observed no catastrophic

current increase up to

th

a field of 1.06 MV cm-1 and set an upper limit of o equal to 2 at fields
above 0.8 MV .t-1 if it existed at all, wh'i I e House [1957] bel'ieved that
an d-process should occur

at fields higher than 1.5 MV.r-1.

Both

investigators used a sphere-p'lane electrode system. ldatson and Sharbaugh
It9S9,1960], using

there

flat

electrodes and puise voltages, have reported that

is no evidence of o-process in

n-hexane for appìied average fields

to r.2 l4u cm-l and that such process may begin at fields higher than
1.3 MV.r-1 u, shown ìn F'ig. 2.3. In r97z Devins and t^lei have reported
that the electron trapping d'istance in n-hexane is of the order of 1 um
which is less than 2% of the smallest gap length used by watson and
up

Sharbaugh

Itgoo], thus many e'lectrons emitted from the cathode

may probab'ly

be captured by impurity molecules within a short distance from the cathode
so that the number

of electrons capable of causing ioniz'ing coilisions

should be reduced considerably. Under these conditions dn e-cgêfficient
would be very small as has been reported by Watson and Sharbaugh [1960].

In i975 and 1976 Kao has suggested that the conduct'ion current
at high fields is filamentary. Based on this assumption and supported by
the observation of current filaments 'in chlorobenzene by Goodwin [tgSO],
he has derived an expression

for the conduction cument which ís given by

r = J,o end\ råff #r.{rn[1 * (îä å0,'þ
+ 11 +

11ä#r'þ-t -,,,

(2.7)

ro is the radius of the filamenti Jzo is the current density at
center of a cylindrical filament, which is given by

where

the
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Fig. 2.3

The dependence

voltage

of conduction current density

for various electrode

n-hexane

[after

upon

separations in
Watson and Sharbaugh tgSg].
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and
E^

Y=tr:,

(2.10)

-av

is the ratio of the electric field at the cathode to the average
applied field. He has also derived the equation for the current densìty
as a function or r wh.ich is g.iven by
which

Jr(r)
Fígure 2.4 shows the varue

,

of

M as

Jr(r)/Jzo as a function of
,1.(r) depends on the values of
and

rapidiy with increasing
and then M has

r.

t

= Jro[1 Tt--¡ ,3M uV,,2

r

'16 D',

(2 ir\

'l

AJ

a function of y

based on

based on

Eq. (2.11).

M and Euu, and

that Jr(r)

To evaluate Jro and hence

to be determined.

Kao

It

I,

tq.

(z.g)

can be seen that
decreases very

the value of

y

[1976], by equating Jro and the

current density at the cathode for the assumption that the elecrron
injection folìowìng Eq. (Z.Z), has obtained the following express.ion for
I
tt
* \--------i--;-/
27[Re-s

'2

+*1¿+4.

,
(2.r2)
where
r\ - 7i"_8ad
'vts

and

k

J-iF-

U

t

tav

y,

1R

Fig. 2.4

M

as a function

of

Y and

J2(r)/fu as a funct'ion-of

r/d. A: M - L6/300, d = 0.02 cm, and
B: M = 16/300, d = 0.02 cm, and Eav =
M
M

= 16/30, d = 0.02 cm and E¿y = 105 V
= 16/30, d = 0.02 cm and Eav = 106 V

Kao i9761.

Eay = locV cm-l;
10þ V cm- 1; or
cm-1; c:
cm-1 [after

19.

The

plot of

Fig.

2-5.

Y as

a function of

R

for

var-ious val ues

of s is

shown in

Using Eq. (2.7), Kao I1976] has calculated the current-fìeld

characteristics for n-hexane and reported that the calculated characteristics
are in good agreement with the experimental results of Goodwin and
MacFadyen

[1953] as shown in Fig.

2.6.

His theory also

accommodates both

experimental results obtained by Goodwin and MacFadyen
[1g53] and by
ldatson and sharbaugh [1960] without involving the

attributed the difference

between

o-process.

He has

the two sets of experimental results to

the difference in the eiectrode surface condition and the difference in
the role played by space charge under direct voitage and under pu.lse.

conditions.

that in a liquid not only ionic impurìties
but also neutral impurities will be drawn into the high-fìeìd region in the
liquid gap from its surroundings by the e]ectrophoretic and dielectrophoretic
He has suggested

forces, and these impurities

will

form scavenging traps which indirect'ly

reduce the average mobility

these

of charge carriers. As time is required for
impurit'ies to be drawn to the'liquid gap, the impurìty concentration

in the ìiquid

gap would be much smaller and

the average mobility

much

larger

under pulse conditions than under dc-voltage

conditions.

that this

fieìd the conduction currenr

'is

much

may expla'in why

at a given

average

Kao has suggested

higher under purse than under dc-voltage conditions.

¿.t.q

Dependence

drostati

of

Conduction Current on Temperature and

c Pres s ure

LePage and DuBridge [1940] were

the first to carry out a systematìc

investigation of the effect of temperature on the conduct.ion current at
various appiied fields using nickel electrodes in toluene and their

20.

0,1 0.¿l

0.5

n,7 0.8

0.9

Y

Fig.

2.5

a function of R. A: S = 10; B: S 5;
C: S=1;D: S=0.5;E: S=0.1;and =
F: S = 0. [after Kao 1976].
Y as

27.

Fig. 2,6 Total current as a function of the average eìectric-

field strength in n-hexane for three gap lengths.

A:
:

¿ = Q.042 cm, B: d = 0.020 .m, aÀd
d = 0 . 0055 cm;
theoreti caÍ curves ,
eÄx: experimentaì -:
results with phosphor bionze
electrodes [after Kao I9767
C

22.

experimental results are shown in Fig.

of their results js the field
characterìstics.

2.7.

dependence

The most

significant feature

of conduction current-temperature

They have reported

that the conduction current over
the temperature range used in the'ir experiments (-tso to 70oc)
foriows
Eq' (2-l) and suggested that the conduction current is mainìy due
to

Schottky type thermionic emission.
Kao and Calderwood [1965] have studied

on the conduction current

results are
curves

in

n-hexane and carbon

the effect of remperature

tetrachlorjde, their

in Fig. 2.8. A comparison of theÍr temperature dependence
withthose of relative fluidíty ìn F'ig. 2.8 lndicates that there is
shown

a relation between conduction current and fluidity. They have attributed
the increase of conduction current with temperature to the.increase of

ionic mobility but also to the increased number of ions created
temperature-enhanced dissociation

of impurities

and

this

may

by

explain the

difference between the slopes of the conduction current and the relatjve

fluidity.
lowered

From

Fig. z.g

it

can be seen

that

when

the temperature

to its initial value the measured conduction current

lower than that measured before the sample was heated. Kao
calderwood [1965] have attributed

this

phenomenon

to the

was

was aìways

and

change

of

the

properties of the dielectric layers on the electrode surfaces
due to the
combined action of heating and electric field. They
have also favoured a
Schottky-type thermionic emission as the mechanism responsible

at high fields.
As for the effect of hydrostatic

for electric

conduction

pressure Kao and Calder.wood

Itg6s] have reported that the current fluctuations occurring at fields

23.
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t*-'u.. greatìy reduced under app'l'ied hydrostatic pressures,
but the steady state current is stable and índependent of piessure
up to
above 300 kv

atm' They have suggested that most ìiquids are practica]ly incompressible at low pressutês; and hence there shouid be no change parameters
in
11

like

density and viscosity

at

such low

pressures.

However, Garben lrg7z.] has

at different isothermals, the conduction current in dry
benzene increased with appìied pressure up
to 5 k bar as shown in Fig. z.g.
Garben exp'lained this phenomeon on the basis
that charge carriers in dry
reported that

ìiquid

are localized electrons and that the conduction process Ís
by transition of these erectrons between rocalized
states.
benzene

2.r.5
LeBlanc [1959], chong and Ihuishi

Iigoo] and secker and Lewis Iisos¡
have reported the values of the mobility of negative
charge carriers in
n-hexane ranging from 4.4 x r0-4 cm? v-1 sec-l
to 20 x 10-4 .n,2 u-l ,".-1.
They a1l have agreed that charge carriers are
ionic in nature and are
produced by attachment

molecules

of electrons injected from the cathode surface to
of impurities or of the ì'iquid itself or due co ionizatjon of

impurity molecules. Onìy recentìy it has been reported
by Schmidt
Allen Itgzo] the presence of more mobile carriers in

and

neopentane, ?,?_

dimethyìbutane, n-butane, n-pentane, n-hexane,
cyclohexane and cyclopentane.
Following this observation, Minday et al.

Iig7Zf

excess electrons

have

also observed

in 2_methyìbutane, benzene, n_hexane

and n_pentane.

electron behavior in dielectric ìr'quids conventional purification
techniques, such as distÍllation, e'lectroìysis,
vacuum pumping, are not
To observe

adequate

for this experíment. For this

reason Minday

et ar. [ig72f

have

26.
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Garben 1972).
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adopted

a techn'iqueelaborate

enough

to allow

them

to

measure

the mobìlity

of the fast electrons. Theìr techn'iquewas as follows: the liquid
sampìe lvas first transfemed to a flask and was pumped to remove
the aìr
and as much

sealed

off

of the dissolved

gases as

possibìe.

The sample

flask

above

was then

under vacuum and attached through a glass breakoff seal

to

the

system. Before the Íntroduction of the liquid sampìe into the
vacuum system' the vacuum system was baked for several days at 300oC
to
vacuum

attain a pressure of the order of i0-9

distilled

torr.

The l-iquid was then

film getters followed by liquid nitrogen or icebath condensation. Figure 2.10 shows that the drift velocÍties of the
negative charge caffiers are much higher than those for negative jons in
n-hexane, but less than that for a quasi free electron in liqujfied
argon. Minday et al. ltglz] have suggested two mechanisms of electron
transport in hydrocarbon liquids. The fírst mechanism involves electron
between barium

movement as

a quasi free particle

until it is

molecules in a configuration favourable
remains

trapped by a group of

for trappÍng.

in the relative'ly immobi'le trap until

The electron then

thermal'ly activated back to

the conduction band. The activation energy of the mobility then arises
from the thermal detrapping process. The second possible transport
mechanism

In this

is that the electron

mechanism

tunnels from one trap

the electron remains trapped

site to the other.

until a thermal fluctuation

provìdes a neighbouring trap into which the electron may move

to

by

tunnej I i ng.

et al. have suggested that the mobility of
electrons in dielectric'liquìds is independent of the field but on'ly
rn

1974 Schmidt

critical field

up

beyond which it becomes fierd dependent. Based on the

to

a

28.
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thermaì'ly activated hoppÍng mode'r they have obtained an expression
for the mobirìty of erectrons in dierectric r.iquids. At
hiqh

fields it is given

by

ur, =
and

at low fields it

?.*p(- #)

reduces

srnrr(ffi)

to:
2

,, = lË.*p(where À

e.t4)

#)

(2.1s)

is the separatt'on between traps, hl is the average baryier height

v is the attempt to escape frequency. Equation (Z.Is) jndicates that
uris independent of the field at low fields. v2 has the usual exponential
and

temperature dependence except
dependent on

that the pre-exponential factor is also

T.

In aromatic

hydrocarbonq Forester

ltg1Zl nas attributed the

in the conductivity of this group of liquids over normal saturated
hydrocarbons due to the presence of n-eiectrons. Forester
Itgoz] has
increase

suggested

that the

a hopping

mechanism.

2.2

ELECTRIC

n-electrons are transported through the 'liquid via

BREAKDOWN

During the past

in dielectric ìiquìds

fifty

years many aspects of electric

have been

investigated.

However,

breakdown

the results

reported by many índependent investìgators show large variations and often
appear to be in disagreement. As a resuit there is a diversity of
opinion

the breakdown processes. several theories have been put forward but

dÍfferent

mechanisms

for

breakdown [Lewis, 1959, Sharbaugh and hlatson

each

on

offers

!962,

Kao

30.

1965 and Adamczewski

found

1969]. severaì experimental parameters have

to influence breakdown measurements,

been

such as measurìng procedure,

material preparation method and surface conditions of electrodes,
length, temperature and hydrostatic pressure, etc. In the

gdp

folìow.ing

shall discuss these

parameters are discussed

separately.

we

The break-

ìs referred to the direct voltage breakdown strenqth unless
otherwise stated [e.g., pulse breakdown strength].
down

strength

2.2.t
General experimental techniques used

for

breakdown measurements

in detai'l by Lewis [tgsg]. Two techniques have been
adopted. The fírst one is the multi-shot technique. hlith this
technique
the breakdown strength is determined by appìying a sequence
of shots in
the same samp'le of the liquid and same pair of electrodes until
the shot
giving a steady value is attained [lJatson and Hìgham 19s3,
Maksiejewski
have been discussed

and rropper 1954, BrignelJ and House

1965]. In the sequence,

the

strength increases or decreases with the initial few shots, and
then graduaily reaches a steady level which can last for
a certain number
of shots but after this it deteriorates in a very ematic behaviour.
This
breakdown

technique

is

times referred to as the conditioning technique. After
such a conditíoníng process the breakdown strength have
been observed to
increase in transformer oir [tJatson and Higham 1953, Masiejewski
some

and

Tropper 1954]. But

in pure hydrocarbon iiquids,such as in n-hexane,

reverse trend has been observed by Brignei'l and House

Itgos].

This

conditioning effect has been attributed to the removal of adsorbed
gases
from the electrodes'surfaces rMaksiejewski and rropper
1954], or to the

<r

removal

of microbubbles from the cathode surface

fHancox and Tropper 1957].

Lewis 11959l,and Kao and Higham
119611 have proposed that dur.ing the
conditioning process, each spark tends to remove
an active site from the
electrode surface' These sites could well be patches
of low work functl.on, wlìth
absorbed or adsorbed gas molecules or any
surface irregularities. Although

the discharge

may remove some active

areas,

on electrode surfaces and deterioration

it

aìso causes further

of the liquid.

To avoíd

damage

this,

l^Jatson and Higham

[1953] and saxe and Lewis lisssJ have used a diverter
circuit to divert the breakdown current from the'lìquid gap
so as to limit
the discharge in the ìiquid gap.
The alternate measuring procedure
measurement'fresh ìiquidsamples anda new
Higham

19611.

is to use for each breakdown

set of erectrodes [Kao

and

It js obvious that the second method is more tedious

to collect a large

amount

of resurts.

However,

this technique was very

in obtaining consistent resurts IKao and Higham 1961].

successful

'!''
In the discussion of the effects of eiectrode material
on the
conduction current, their effects on the
emiss'ion process of eJectrons
from the ca_tfode into the liqu.id had been
mentioned. Natura.lly it

would

be also one

of the important processes for breakdown. In n-hexane

salvage [1951] has reported some correlation between
the breakdown strength
and the work function for a range of metars
Aruminum,
chromium,

Nickel

and pratinum However, Maksiejewski

that the

is

breakdown strength

changed

of

and rropper

sirver,

Itgs+] have found

n-hexane increases when the cathode metal

in the order Ag, Pt, Al, cu, Fe, and Ni while the work function

J¿.

of

these metals increased

in the order Aì, Ag, pt, Ni,

Cu, and

Fe.

But they

found that such a dependencedìsappeared when the electrodes
and the liquìd
were degassed' us'ing pulse voltages Goodwin
and MacFa-dyen [19s3] have also
reported a dependence of the pul se breakdown strength
of n-hexane and methyl

alcohol on electrode material using fresh electro.des
for each measurement. while
Zein El-Dine and rropper Itgso] have reported
that under pulse
conditions

no dependence
cathode work

relationship

of the pulse breakdown strength of transformer oil on the
function- These results indicate that there is no simple

the breakdown strength and the cathode work function.
ldard and Lewis Itg6s] have suggested that
some of the discrepancies in
the experimental results in this area could be due to
wax layers formed
on the electrodes which masks the true metal propertìes.
Kao I rg64j
had observed the effects of a thin dielectric
layer coating on the
between

break-

strength of carbon tetrachloride measured between point
and plane
electrodes' The breakdown strength of the liquid is higher
when the pìane
down

electrode was covered with a thin grass rayer (0.105

attributed this

phenomenon

to the

change

nrn

in the erectron

thick).

Kao has

emission

characteristics of the cathode.

In order to investigate the true electrode effect on breakdown
strength' attention has been drawn to liquids in which
the by-products
due

to

breakdown (such as carbon

partic'les) in them can be reduced to a
minimum. An obvious choice wourd be riquified gases.
A great dear of
results have been pubiished on the breakdown strength
of these ìiquids
[Swan and Lewi

s

[lg6t] has

proposed

1961

,

Ga]

'l

agher and

Lewi

s

1964

,

Keenan

ILTZ].

Swan

a theory based on electron emission from the

cathode

{<

collision ionization for the breakdown of ìiquified gases. The theory
agreed well with the experimentaì results of swan and Lewis
[1960] in
and

liquid argon.

However, swan [1961]

theory to the case of hydrocarbon

did not suggest to appìy direcily thìs
liquids [e.g., n-hexane] due to the

uncertainty of the presence of coilision ionization in these liquids.

2.2.3

Dependence

of

Breakdown

Geomet

ïhe
subiect

dependence

of interest

ímpact ionization
has reported

of

strength on Gap Length and Erectrode

breakdown strength on gap

because

the gap length

in the liquid or other

length has been

dependence may

a

indicate electron

breakdown mechanisms. Lewis

that the breakdown strength of n-pentane, n-hexane,

ttsssl

n-heptane,

is dependent on the gap ìength as shown jn Fi.g. 2.II.
However, sharbaugh et al.Itsss¡ have proposed that the gap
length
n-octane and n-decane

dependence

of

breakdown strength observed by Lewis
[1953] using spherical

electrodes may be an area effect rather than a gap length
and Hignam [1961] have observed
between sphere

-

effect.

that the breakdown voltage of

sphere gaps ranging from 20 and 220 nicrons

Kao

n-hexane

is a linear

function of the gap length. They have attributed this effect
to collision ionization process in the liquid. However, the process of
collision ionization in'liquid dielectrics has been the subject of dìspute

for

many

years now.

It is ueileve¿ that collision ionization

occur in order to produce an extremely high conducting path
close to breakdown strength.

may have to

at fields

34.
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2.2.4

a)

The Effects
Gaseous

of impurities onBreakqown Jtrength

impurities

The breakdown strength

gases' Sletten

of

is

influenced by trace amounts

and Lewis [1963] have reported

of

dissolved

that the breakdown strength

n-hexane increased from 0.8 MV cm-1 when degassed

to 1.2 MV cm-l when

saturated with a'ir, and that dissorved nìtrogen had no effect
on the
breakdown strength. These experimental facts have
led them to conclude

that the increase in
presence

of oxygen.

Hydrogen and carbon

breakdown strength even when

to rise.

They have

of

to

the

dioxide had no effect on the
C0, would cause the breakdown

attributed thelatter

release of oxygen. The minimum amount
increase

due

ìarge amounts were dÍssolved, except that

repeated breakdowns with the presence

strength

with dissolved air is

breakdown strength

in the direct vortage

phenomenon

to

the

of dissolved oxygen to give an

breakdown

strength

is not known. 0xygen

is not the only gas that can give such an effect on the breakdown strength.
Nosseir and Hawley ItSOOl observed

strength of mineral

oil

an

increase

when SFuwas dissolved

in the breakdown

in it.

Foliowing their

results obtained under direct voìtage conditions, several investigators
have reported that smail traces of air or oxygen in benzene
[Edwards
195i], transformer oil [watson 19s5], and n-hexane [s'letten and Lewis
19631 did not change the breakdown strength under puìse
applied voltages

of

microseconds

duration. Sletten and Lewis [1963]

the main role of oxygen

have suggested that

is not the removal of electrons capable of

causing breakdown, but rather the creation

the anode and around charged

of a negative ion.layer at
particles in the bulk of the liquid.

JO.

Therefore, under direct voìtage condition electron
trapping can produce
appreciable number of negat'ive ions, but under pulse
voltages accumulation

of similar

numbers

in the liquid or near the anode does not occur. They

also suggested that a higher stress is required for pu1se
breakdown
and that the mean electron energy is greater
than that under direct
have

voltage condition. Thus, since attachment

is a ìow energy process, its

occurrence would be less probable under puìse

condition. l,Jard and Lewis

Itg6s] have shown that the puìse breakdown strength of
with air increases from 1.5 MV.r-1 to over 2 MV cm-1

n-hexane saturated

by using positive

or negative prestress'ing with direct voltages. They have
suggested that
prestressing would set up charge ìayers on electrodes.
It is possibìe
that negative ion layers are formed when oxygen is present in
the'liquid.
These layers would modify the emission and hence,
change the purse breakdown

strength. It is obvious that the presence of

gaseous impurities,

such as oxygen, would produce discrepancies among
the experimenta.l

results' It is
content

important

for

comparison purposes

to

deterrnine the

qas

of the liquid being tested.
b)

Direct evidence to the reduction of the breakdown strength
of
dielectric ìiquids due to the presence of solid particles has
been
reported by Kok Itgot], and craw'ly and Angerer
They

[tgoo].

found

that the breakdown strength of mineral oils increased progressiveìy

as

the filter pore sizewas decreased. Salvage [1951] has
reported similar
results earlíer in n-hexane. Mirza et al. [tgZO] have

reported that the

electrical conductivity of
decreasing pore size

n-hexane and transformer

of filters

oil

decreases with

for filterjng the 1Íquid. They used
between 100 pm to 10 nm for their

used

millipore filters of s'izes ranging

experiments. Kok [1961] has suggested that impurity particles
with
permitivity greater than that of the ìiquid wilj be driven
to the

maximum

stress region between the electrodes. These partícles can alion
themselves
with the app'lied field to form a conducting channe'l across the gap
leading

to breakdown' This theory

may

large amounts of impurities but
breakdown

of pure ìiquids.

explain the breakdown of liquids containing

it is doubtful that it

can exp'la.in the

The term'þure ìÍquidd'may be a misieading

tenn, since 'liquids classifÍed as spectroscopic grade may still
contain
a mixture of isomers fKahan and Morant 1965]. They have emphasized

the

importance

of stating the grade of the ìíquid

results and suggested that
be used

if

when

reporting experimental

possible, chromatographic analysis should

to check the purìty.

to the Ímportance of dielectric 'liquids in industrial
applications, attention has been given to addit'ives that
may increase the
breakdown strength. Angerer Itgog] has carried
out a detailed investigation
Due

about the

effect of certain addîtives on the breakdown strength of

transformer

oil.

The additives chosen were azobenzene, azoxybenzene,

dipheny'l, benzophenon' benzil, and anthracene
between

2.3 x 10-6 to 4.59 x

1013 rnole/100

reported that the breakdown strength

of

in concentrations ranging
g of the basic 'liquid. He has

transformer

o'il

increases

in all

these cases, and that a certain optirnum concentration
would produce the
highest breakdown strength in each case. He has aìso
suggested a moder

38.

to explain the effect of additives on the strength of transformer
oil.
His model consisted

of three phases: (A) an initiar

phase during which

the formation of microscopic cavities due to thermal
fluctuations is
enhanced by the presence of the electric
field and mechanical effects
the fieìd; (s) a second phaseo during which the electrons
movÍng through the liquíd can give enough
energy inside microcavities
to bring about dissociation, accompanied by gas evorutÍon,
caused by

so that

microbubbles can form, and

triggering the

final

place when the rate

this

phase may be recrarded as

breakdown; and

of

affect the second

the primary bubble

or

gaseous breakdown whick takes

bubble formation exceeds the rate

evolved gas can be absorbed by the
would

(c) a

initiatino

liquid.

The presence

at

wh.ich the

of additives

of this model since these additives enter
in the form of vapour and may exert a quenching effect
phase

on the electrons by reducing

their acceleration inside the bubble

and

may thus srow down

the dissociation process. This,in turn, wit have a
restraining effect on the growth of this bubbl€,
which ultìmateìy would

tend

to

increase the breakdown strength.
A similar phenomenon has been observed

in

n-hexane by Kao and

[196i]. They have reported that the breakdown strength of
n-hexane is sígnificantly increased by the
addition of a small percentage
Higham

of certain other iiquids, reaching a peak value with the
addition of
about 5% and falling from there as the percentage
is increased. The
addition of 5% of carbon tetrachloride gives an increase
in breakdown
strength

of

about 35% and the corresponding increases

for

chlorobenzene,

chloroform andethy'l alcohol are Zg%, t3% and
7%,respective.ly. They have

39.

attributed this increase to the

presence

of

oxygen

or

harogen groups in

additives molecules which would tend to capture
the electrons emitted
from the cathode. Kao and carderwood
[1965] have reported

that the

conduction current

in distiiled

and

firtered

n-hexane

is appreciabìy

increased by the addition

of 7% by volume of untreated ethy'l a'lcohoì,
also the breakdown strength ís increased from 0.8
MV.r-1 to 0.g MV.r-1.
attríbuted the cause of this increase in the conduction
current
to electrolytic dissociation of ethyl alcohol molecules.
Ethyl alcohol
They have

molecules wourd be drawn

into the intense-fierd region in the gap,
owing to the difference in permittivity between
the two r íquids. The
presence of these polar molecules may
modify the electron-emission
characteristics of the cathode, owing to an increase
in the permittivity
of the'liquid; and it may also reduce the electron mob'ilíty and increase
the probability for attachment and recombination
with the result that
the conduction current becomes predominantly ionic
and the charges in the
gap become mlre uniformly distributed.
If bubble formation ís caused
by

electrostatic repulsion of local

of

space charges the uniform

distribution

charges wouid hinder the occurrence

of this process. This couJd
explain the increase in the breakdown strength
of n-hexane by the addition
of ethyl alcohol.
2.2.5
Dependence

been examined

of

breakdown strength on molecular

in highry purified n-paraffines

They have reported

by crowe

structure

nas

et ar. Iigs+].

that the breakdown strength increases as the chain
iength increases- The density of the riquid arone
is not a decidinq

/l^

factor since measurements on a series of aiky]benzenes
breakdown strengths aìthough

the

for

some cases

gave

dÍfferent

their densities are approximately

et ar. 1956]. Lewis [1956] adopted the suggestion
of
vonHjppel [19371 which states that a
vibration collision provides the
most efficient mechanism of energy
transfer. He has proposed that the
energy balance equation at breakdown
couJd be used to predict the breaksame [sharbaugh

down strength

qEl, = Chv

(2.16)

l, ìs the mean free path corresponding to the maximum
cross-section
for this type of colìision, hv is the quantum
of energy.lost by an
electron durìngavibrational collision and
c is a constant to take account
where

of various experimentar conditions. By assuming
that the major energy
loss occurs in exciting cH, CHZ and CH,
bond vibrations in
normal

paraffines and the
expression

same inalky'rben.zenes, Lewis

for the breakdown strength which is given
Ebd

where K

[1956] has obtained

is a constant

= KN[nrQ1 *

nZQz

+

an

by

nrQ3J

(2.17)

c and hv from Eq . (2.16), ¡t is Avogadro,s
number and the suffixes refer
to the cH, cH, and cHr groups, respectivery.
Lewis ftgsol have reported that Eq. (2.17)
fits weil the experimentaì
results obtained by Sharbaugh et ar.
combining

Itsso1. Adamczewski [1969] has
proposed a simirar moder for hydrocarbon
riquids, but based on the

hypothesis that the c-c bond vibrations
are the major barrier to electron

acceleration.

The breakdown strength derived by
Adamczewski

Itgog] ;s

47.

given

by

Ebd=hvrZ(n-l)N

(l'tç\

where .r is the mean distance between molecular
axes

length projected on that axis, n

,

.L

is

the c_c

is

the number of carbon atoms.
[teos1 has calculated the breakdown strengths for both
saturated
aromatic hydrocarbons based on Eq.

also in

bond
Adamczewski
and

(2.1g). HÍs carcurated resurts

are

good agreement

with the experimental results of sharbaugh et al.
[tsso1.
It is true that both of the aforementioned theories can exp'lain
and predict the breakdown strength of dielectric
liquid hydrocarbons
as

a function of the moiecular structure but both of
them fail to
the dependence of the breakdown strength on hydrostatic

exp.lain

pressure within

the range of pressure app'lied

in experiments.

Kao

I Ig75,1976]

has

proposed

a filamentary single injection moder. This moder
is based on
the postulates that at the fieJd near the breakdown
strength there is
only one filament in which the current density
is much higher than that
in other filaments or in other regions. Breakdown occurs
when the
current densíty reaches such a value that the Joule

heating produced is
sufficientto raise the temperature to the boíling poínt
of the liquid. By usino
the foliowing balance equation for breakdown under puìse
conditions
dT-

Qu

1 F
tav
pgæ-uzotav= n-'u ä rJ

(2.Le)

and by assuming thcrt

u = uo exp(- oTr

(2.20)

42.

TABLE 2.1
BREAKDOWN STRENGTHS

OF SATURATED-HYDROCARBON LIQUIDS

(After

Kao 1976

Breakdown Strength, MV cm-

Li qui d

Experimenta'l
n-Hexane

1

2-Methy'lpentane

2,3-Dimethyìbutane
2

,

2- D'imethy'l

butane

-

n-Heptane

2,

I

4-Dimethyl -

pentane

Theoreti cal

.56

1.56

1.49

141

1.38

1

J..

1

JJ

1R7

.66

1 /lA

n-0ctane

2, 2o -Tri-

methyl pentane

1

.46

.40

1

.48

1

.86

r.47
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N
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ÏABLE 2.2
BREAKDOI^JN ST'RENGTHS

OF AROMATIC HYDROCARBON LIOUIDS
Kao 1976)

(After

Li qui d

Breakdown Strength, MV cmExpenimenta1

Theoreti cal

Benzene

1.63

r.94

Methyl -benzene

i.99

2.75

tthyi

2.26

2.27

n-Prop.vì benzene

2.50

2"ñ

i -Propyl benzene

2

.38

2.20

-benzene

n-Butyl -

2

benzene

t-Buty'lbenzene

2.22

tr,n

2.35

44.

he has obtained the expression
Ebd

=€

for the breakdown strenqth

lro2.*p(#) - ,o'.*prt)

ffi,

as

tjl/3

e.zt)

where co and g

are, respectiveìy, the specÍf.ic heat and the density of
the liquid; To and To are respectiveìy, the initial and the boiljng-point
temperaturcs of the liquid within the filamentt
uo and l^J are, respective'ly,
thepre-exponential factor and activation energy for carrier mobility;
and r is the puise duration. Equation (z.zl) involves the physica.l
parametert

., cp, g and To wh'ich depend on the chemical structure.

He

has computed the breakdownstrenqths based on Eq. (2.21) and the results
agree well with those of Crowe et al. ItOS+1 for saturated hydrocarbons

as shown in Table

2.r,

hydrocarbons as shown

and

in

of

Tabl

sharbaugh

et aì. [tgso] for

aromatic

e Z.Z.

//6

salvage [1951], Lew'is
and Higham

[196i]

[tgss],

Goodwin and MacFadyen

and BrÍgne'll and House

[isss1,

Kao

[tgeS] have investjgated the

effect of temperature on the breakdown strength of hydrocarbon liquids.
They have all agreed that the breakdown strength falls off
rapid.ty at
temperature near the boiìing point

of the riquid.

Kao I 1976) has used

Eq' (2.21) to calculate the breakdown strength as a function of temperature
for n-hexane. His calculated results fit weli the experfmentai results
of Kao and Higham [t901] as shown in Fíg. Z.j,Z.
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stainless steel electrodes iafter fao tgZ6l.Breakdown strength
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2.2.7
Kao and Higham

static

[i961]

have investÍgated

the effect of

hydro_

pressure on the breakdown strength

of various organic ríquids,
under well controlled conditions. Most
of the measurements were obtained
using stainless steel electrodes and
using a single shot technique with
each liquid sampìe and fresh pair
of erectrodes to avoid the usuar
conditioning effect. The range ofpressures
studied was from 0 gauge
pressure (atomospheric pressure)
to gauge pressure of 36.6 Kg .r^-z under
both direct and puìse vo'ltages of duration0.5
usec to 1 msec. Fjoure 2.13
some of their experimenta'l results.
It is interesting to note that for
l'inearly havi ng fierds risinq rates greater
than 4 MV.cm-1.r".-1 th.
pressure dependence of breakdown
strength of n-hexane and transformer oil
disappear [Kao and McMath rg70]
as shown in Fig. 2.74. Kao
Ltgls, 19761
has exp'lained this behaviour as due
to the fact that under such conditîons
the breakdown is not assocÍated with
thermal instab.ilities

liquid gap. severar theorÍes
the pressure

dependence

in

bubbìes

1965

that

processes:

(i)

of

in

have been proposed

in attempt to

the

exp-rain

strength. Kao has proposed first
may be formed in the'riquid by
the foìrowing
breakdown

from the gas which accumulates in microscopic
activities
on the electrode surfaces, (ii from
the 'liquid itsel f by 'locai evaporation
)
on the surface of the electrodes, and (ili¡
due to eJectrostatic forces
overcoming the surface tension. These
bubbres then tend to eìongate
from their spherical-shapes in
the direction
remaining

constant.

by [rao 1960] is

of the fÍeld with the volur¡e

The expression

for the breakdown strength as given

shows

47.
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Ebd =

q+r

where e1 and e2 are the

respectively, o

is

r24ta(2er+

¿r)riffirr'

(2.22)

dielectric constants of the liquid and the

the surface tension,and

r is the initial

bubble

radi

the bubble' The theory explains qualitatively the dependence of
breakdown
strength on hydrostatic pressure. However, Eq. (Z.ZZ) does
not qive a
quantitative p'icture of the breakdown strength.
Since the pubiication
Kao and Higham [1961] many

to explain this

of the pressure dependence results by

investigators have attempted to form a theory

phenomenon. sharbaugh and irlatson
[1962] have proposed

thermal mechanism in which bubbles

of liquid

a

vapourareformed by injection of

ìarge electron densities with high eneroies from
aspirities on the cathode.
The breakdown criterion is based on the balance
condition between the heat
needed for vaporization and the energy
input. The breakdown strenqth is qiven

AEil¿r=.p(TU-To)+Lv

by

(2.23)

n is a factor in the rangeof i.5 to 2, ris the duration of the
application
of voltage, c,.,p is
," the
u'¡s Jpq:ur
specific
I rL fred,r
heat d¿
at consranf,
constant pressure, To is the boilinc,
temperature of the liqu'id, To is the initial temperature
of the liquid,
and Lu is the latent heat for vaporization. Sharbaugh
and l.Jatson lIg;ZJ
have attributed the pressure dependence of breakdown
strength to the
change in the boiring temperature of the'riquid with appried pressure.
where

Their computed resurts based on Eq. (2.23) for breakdown strength
as a
function of pressure are in good agreement with the experimenta'l
results

of

Kao and Higham [1961].

50.

Another bubble theory
been deve'loped

for

is similar

has

to

that Krasucki takes into account the change

in the voJume of the bubble when it
However, the bubble theory

of

of dielectric 'liquids

by Krasucki [1966]. However, his theory

Kao's theory [1960] except

dependence

breakdown

breakdown strength on

elongates along the field.

or cavitation theory can exp'lain

the

hydrostatic pressure but there is

direct evidence of the formation of bubbles in simple diejectric
liquids
of high purity. For this reason Kao l1g7l, Ig76f has proposed
another
no

mechanism. His model has already been discussed

in

secti on 2.2.5.

Equation (2-27) can expìain the pressure dependence
of breakdown strength
through the pressure dependence of To as has been proposed
by sharbaugh
and l{atson [1962]. The computed resurts based
on Eq . (2.21) by Kao

Itglal are in good agreement with the experimental results of
Higham [tg6t] as shown in Fig. Z.IZ.

2.2.8

Kao and

n pulse Duration

crowe [tss01 has measured the puìse breakdown
strenqths of
n-hexane' n-heptane, n-octane and n-decane as
functions of puìse duration.

Similar measurements have arso been perfomred by

in

n-hexane, n-heptane and n-decane

Kao and Higham

with puìse duration up to

[196i]

11 ¡rsêc.

of investigators have agreed that beyond a certain duration
the
breakdown strength is virtually tÍme-'independent
but it increases rap.idly for
Both groups

times less than

to.

Kao and Higham have

also reported that the t.ime to breakdown is nearìy the same as the pulse durations
if the durations are less than
about 3'5 usec, but it is variable and usually
consìder:ab'ly less then the
puìse duration if the durations are about
10 psec or more. They
have also

6'l

for pulse duratjon less than 3.5 sec the breakdown strength is
critically dependent on pulse duration. The crjtical time lag has been observed
for gaps of about 200 pm and it is dependent on the gap length but is
independent of pressure and temperature and chain length in saturated
reported tl'nt

hydrocarbons. These observations are

in agreement with

crowe [1956] but

in disagreement with Goodwin and MacFadyen [iOS:1. Kao and H.igham [196i]
have attributed their results to the time required to accumulate a space
charge in order to enhance the field to a value high enough to cause
elongatíon

of

their results
conditions.

bubbles formed

in the'liquid

and the discrepancy between

and Goodwin and MacFadyen would be due

However, the formation

liquids is doubtful thouqh thìs

of

bubbles

may haopen

in

to cathode

surface

simp.le pure hydrocarbon

in liquids such as in

transformer oi I .

2.3

ELECTROLUMINESCENCE

in

oil has been observed by
Darveniza ItgSg],and Darveniza and Tropper ItgOi]. Electrolumjnescenr
intensity as a function of the applied electric field, dissolved air and
tlectroluminescence

transformer

nitrogen as well as the effect of applied pressure has been investigated.
The electroluminescent intensìty and associated conduction current both
increase with the increase

of the appì ied electrie field as shown in
Fig. 2.15. However, no dependence of electroluminescent intensity on the
presence of either nitrogen or air ínto the liquid, and no pressure
dependence for the pressure ranging from -350 mm Hg to 760 nrn
Hg has been
detected. Darveniza and Tropper ItgOil

have

ajso reported thatno visible

q2

x I st breokdown
o ofter 5 breokdowns

o
e

r
12 (kvJ
ú50(kVcrn-'l
St

¡ess

'g

Stress

F

j

( kV

cm-r)

g. 2.Is Light-voìtage

(above) and current-voltage
characteristics in transformer oil laftãr
Darveniza and Tropper i9611.

(beìow)

FA
1<

light

was observed

in purified n-hexane and onìy when the liquíd

was doped

with 1 g x"r of scintillation grade anthracene
visible light was observed
in the doped riqu'id. They have attributed the phenomenon
of erectroluminescence to the excitation collision
of electrons injected from the
cathode with riquid and impurity moìecures.
The excited
morecures

release their energy absorbed during
the collision from the electrons
thus causing the right emission. Foilowing
the pattern of doping

dielectric 'liquids to study the

phenomenon

of electrolumi¡e5s¡qg,

Kalinourski

and Dera

[i964] have investigated the electroluminescent intensity
in
benzene when doped with the scintilator popop
(20 ng/1itre), and Kalinorvski
u9671 has arso derived an expression

for the erectroruminescent
intensity as a function of the erectric fíerd,
which is given by
O(E) = PE exp (- u\

(2.24)

E'

where P and G are constants dependinoon
the electrode material and the

of its surface, the mobiìity and the mean free path
of eiectrons
in the liquid' the excitation potentiaì of molecules
and the probabilities
of non-eJastic col'lision and I ight emission.
condÍtion

chadband and

have reported

Hriftht

11965.-l

that there is a change in refractive index near
the cathode

n-hexane' Thís change of refractice index in
the electrica]iy stressed region
has been observed

earlier by Hakim and Higham [1g61] in n-hexanue using
the
same technique - schlieren optical
technique. Both groups of investigators used
a high speed streak camera (100,000 rev/min) to investiqate
the growth of
this prebreakdown phenomenon in n-hexane. such a change
in refractive index
starts at the cathode after a short deaìy, crosses
the electrode qap.

at an approxímateìy constant

speed,and rvhen

of the gap, breakdown ensues.

it

has crosserl almost four

They have suggested

fifths

that electrons emitted

from the cathode may gain enough energy from the accelerating

fíeld

to

excitation of molecules,and after an electron has transferred
its
energy to a molecuJe, it may be either accelerated
again to repeat the
cause

or attach itself to a neutral molecule to form a negative ion.
The light emission at fields below breakdown strength
may be associated
with the energy rerease from the excited morecules. However,
Kao,s
process

group

.to

in England

use an image

phenomena

[Kao 1965, smith

intensifier

in filtered

et al.

system

1966A, 19668] were

the first

to investigate the electrolum.inescence

different electrode configurations
at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. They have reported
that the electroiuminescence aìways commences in the cathode region
regardless

n-hexane using

of the geometry of the electrode system, and that using

a

positive point and a negat-ive sphere, electroluminescence
occurned
first at the sphere, but following its travel to a certain distance ín
the
liquid gap,'light emission also started at the positive point
electrode.
Ïhey have expìained this behaviour as due to the fact that
some free

electrons when reaching the intense

field

region near the positive point

electrode may gain enough energy to cause ionization and
then form
separate volume of plasma near the anode. In this case,

a

breakdown occuls

when

the plasmas in the two regions extend until they bridge the gap.
Using an 'image converter camera systern inconjunction
with flash-

illuminated schlieren optics to obtain frame speeds of
1 x 107 frames/sec,
McGrath and Nelson I1977] have investigated
the prebreakdown events in

rF

n-hexane.

a negative high-vo'rtage pulse is appiied to the point
of a nonuniform field 9ôP, â disturbance associated with discrete
shock
r^rhen

waves propagates outwards from the

polarity, the disturbance
the disturbance

moves

is Ídentified

at

point.

hJhen

supersonic

as a region

the point

is posÍtive

in

velocity. In both cases

of c]oseìy packed

which ultimately fragments into isolated bubbles

if

microbubbjes

breakdown does not

intervene. Typicaì results are shown in Fig. 2.16, where photograph
(a)
was taken 5 usec after the apprication of 25
ku negative puìse to the
poÍnt electrode. This

phenomenon may

be similar

to the disturbance

due

to refractive index changes. In photogr aph (b) the m.icroscop.ic
regions
have been interpreted as small gaseous bubbles
range of 2-60 um. After longer delays Fio.

with diameters in the
2.r6c and Fig. z.I6d show that

these bubbies continue

to traverse the gap. They berieve that microbubbles are responsible for the observed resurts.
0n the other hand,
BÍrlasekaran and Darveniza ug76l believe that the
observed luminescence

in dielectric ìiquids is due to microdischarges caused by the fieldinduced motion of charged particies approaching
the electrodes. chiu
[1976] has observed a iuminescent zone in n-hexane w.ith point-point
electrode, êfìd reported that the breakdown channe'l is
initiated by this
luminescent zone. This luminescent zone is of
40 to 150 um in radius.

The
and

luminescent zone increases

in size as the gap'rength is

íncreased

is ten times smailer at the anode than that at the cathode.

has explained

this

chiu

in terms of the formation of ionic radicals,
due to the electroìysis of n-hexane at low fields
and chemicai changes
of the liquid at high fields. These ionic radicals may become
attached
phenomenon

Fig. 2.16

The scattered-right em.ission photographs in n-hexane
when u g-z cm riquid gap between a-poìnt and spnerãelectrodes is subjected tô a negatìve pulse of 25 kv.
a: Taken after 5 ¡rsec; b: after 300 lrsec; c: after
820 psec; d: after 4 msec [after l4cGrath ánd
Nel son 19771.

to the electrode t.ip by dielectrophoretic
species have the property
attachment

2.4

life

of

forces and the transformed

absorbinç¡ eìectrons during

their brief

time at the cathode tip.

ELECTROHYDRODYNAMIC PHENOMENA

Felici lr97Ll

has mentìoned

that although

electrohydrodynam.ic

in dielectric 'liquids has been known from Faraday,s
experiment,
has never been thought to be important
in the conduction process in

phenomena

it

dielectric ìiquids. In

1g56 Ostroumov was

the

first to photograph the

of both benzene and transformer oil under the
influence of applied
electric field' He has observed that the direction
of the motion and its
intensity do not depend on the sign of the
app.ried vortage. However, the
motion

intensity increases with the increase of the
app.ried vortage. This may be
due to the presence of ions in the
liquìd which
deveJopes an internaj

pressure
momentum

and

in the iiquid. This pressure is produced by the
transfer of
of the ions to the liquid due to the friction
between

the ìiquid

itself'

those ions

The pressures created by

this

mechanism can be

appreciable and can be several orders
of rnagnitude higher than gas pressure
on the ìiquÍd surface [Stuetzer 1959].
The increase in pressure has been
reported by Hakim and Hiqham
[1g62f to be proportionar

to 82. However,

Essex and secker

[tgog] and, more recent'ry, Kao ltslal berieve that
the
turbulence occu*ing in the liquid or
the motion of the liquid shourd
affect, to a certain degree, the effective mobÍrity
of charge ca*iers.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL TTCHNIQUES

Two groups

of lìquids

for the main work of our
investigation: (A) Normal saturated hydrocarbons,
these are of the
type cn Hzn+z and they are in the fonn
of'long chains without branches and
have been chosen

are genera|ry refe*ed to as "norma'r"
hydrocarbons. In Table 3.r are
listed some of the physica'r properties of
this group. (B) unsaturated
hydrocarbons,

this

group possesses fewer hydr:ooen atoms
per moìecule compared to saturated hydrocarbons
with the same number of carbon atoms.
of the groups which berongs to unsaturated hydrocarbons,
are aromatic
'ne

liquids. In Tabr e 3.2 are risted some of the physica]
properties

for

aromatic hydrocarbons.
For the conduction current measurements;
n_pentane, n_hexane,
and n-heptane of saturated hydrocarbons,
and benzene and toruene of
unsaturated hydrocarbons, both groups
of spectroscopìc grade, were used.
For electroluminescence measurements
other liquids such as cycìohexane and
carbon tetrachloride of spectroscopic
grade,and benzene and chloroform

technical grade were also used. The impurity
contents of
grade ìiquids as received are given
in Table 3.3.

of

all

spectroscooic

3.1

For conduction current measurements
the ì.iquid sarnpre was
dehydrated by storing it for severar
days (at reast 2 days) in contact

with metatic sodium. The riquid

firtered at reast six times
through a fil;ration system shown
in Fig. 3.1, with the test cell as
was then
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TABLE 3.

1

PHYSICAL PROPERTIçS OF NORJ''AL
SATURATTD

(After

Dens'i

Líquid

HYDROCARBONS

fi c
ñ;;i " I Rerative
oC RermitivitY

Speci

ty

9 cm-¡

n-pentane*

f-u

Kao 1965, tg77)

cal tg-

I

72.14

0.627

JO.J

U.J¿/

öo.1/

0

.659

oð . ,/u

0

.5440

i .890

100.20

0.684

98.40

0

.4900

I.920

n-octane
l^
rJ
"9" 19

174.22

0. 703

r25.50

0 .5 780

1.948

n-decane
lrJ
-10"22

742.27

0.730

174.10

0.5280

1lYvln^

v-ll.^

"I¿
n

-hexane

l'u

"6' '14

n-heptane
V-ñ. tto

From Handbook

2.r

of Chemistry and physícs, 5 7th edi t'ion ,

a

I976-t977

.

htl

TABLE 3.2
PHYSiCAL PROPTRTIES

(After

Li qui d

Structure

t

Benzene
Vrll-

Tol uene

cfe

Ethyì Benzene
n tt
rl
u6n5 -u2n5
^

OF AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS

Kao

Mol ecul
t^lei ght

ar

1965, 1976)

Densi

I

Speci fi c
heat

ty

cm-c

cal/q

(¡-^.
v

f¡

tl

i

1

10

.60

^.

vlc

rJo.15

l.
.À,

n-propyl Benzene
CUHU-nCrH,

tú

V

159.31

Ê

n-Buty'lBenzene
CUHU -nCOH,

r'\
ft
\/

183. 10

oC

Rel

ati

permi

ti

ve

vi

ty
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ÏABLE 3.3
IMPUR]TY CONTENTS OF THE LIQUIDS

Liquid

Boiìing

USED

Impurity contents as qiven

Point

by manufacturer

oç

Residue

after evaporation

cH3c00i1
l.j9iry
)u rur compounds
as

I

n-pentane

Not available

n-heptane

Not available

benzene

80.i r 0.i

Residue

l.Jater

¡reavy.Merars as

(Fg)
(cu)
!9npe¡ (tti¡
Nickel
110.6

t

0.1

Residue

cycì ohexane

carbon tetra-

chl ori de

80.7
76.7

t
!

0.1
0.7

(pb)

after evaporation

compounds
l^/ater
Heavy.metals as (pb)
Iron ( Fg)
Copper (Cu)
N'ickel
Sulfur

after evaporation

Residue

l,later
Residue

o'.oozz
0 .005%

after evaporation 0.00M

Thìophene
SuJfur compounds
Iron

O.O0I%

i

ppM

0.005%

3:1u30,

0.1 ppm
0.1 ppm
0.1 ppm
0.00I%
0.003%
O.0Z%

i
o.i
O.

pp*

0.1
0.1

ppm
ppm
ppm

0.002%
O.0Z%

after evaporation

!y] fur compounds

(Ct¡
meta ls (as pb)
il:lyy
Water
Chloride

O.OTM

5 ppm
2 þp*

0.1'

ppm

O.¡Zb/"'

62,

METALLIC SODIUM

FLANGE HOLDING
PREFILTER
FLANGE HOL DING
MAIN FILTER

TO MECHANICAL

CEL L

Fi

g.

3.

1

The 'l iqui

d fi .l tration

sysrem

PUMP

63.

part of the system'

filters in series were used and both were mounted
in a pyrex filter holder. The filters and the
filteration system were
Two

supplied by Mill'ipore Limited, the pore
size of the pref.ilter and the final
filter being 500 nm and 25 nm, respectivery. The

fjrters

with

new ones

after each filteration.

polished, with soft

were repraced

The electrodes were mechanicaììy

polishing compounds, untiJ there were no pits
or scratches visible under the microscope. Following
the po1ìshing, the
electrodes were cleaned several times by petroleum
ether and then by n-hexane.
After this process they were further cleaned by
immersing them.in
mops and

boi.ling

n-hexane

for

30

minutes. After the electrodes were assembled in
the

electrode system, t'he whole assembìy was fínal]y
cleaned for one hour jn
clean boiling n-hexane. Boiling n-hexane
was used as clean.ing reagent for
experiments with n-hexane. For experiments
with other liquids,

the particular

ìiquid for

experiments was used as a cleanino neaqent.
This was,
same technÍque used earrier by Kao
and his co-workers

'liquid

to

Ín fact,
[tgot, 1965]. The

sampìes were

cause current

not degassed

because

partial

the

degassing had been noticed

fluctuations and inconsistent results as had been
reported

al' [tsos¡. Thus,the liquìd samples wereallowed to be
saturated
with dry air. The liquid samples saturated with gas
usually g*ve
by Kao et

consistent

and reproducible

results.

purification technique u/as simpìe, but solid
particles of sizes larger than 25 nm in
diameter as well as traces of water
were carefully removed by sìow filration
arid strong fìushing of the test

cell

The

and the electrode system.
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3.2

CONDUCTION CURRENT MEASUREMENTS

The model SAME-KS 150.2

electrostatic generator

was used as the

direct voìtage source, and the conduction current
was measured with Keithley
601 electrometer' The g]ass test cel
I containing the 'l.iquid sampìe was placed
in a thermostatically controlled bath containing
transformer oìl as heating
mediurn' The test

cell and the stopper

filled wÍth the purìfíed liquid

provided with a u-tube were compìetely
samp'le. This liquid sample was then sealed

with a drop of mercury put into the u-tube as
shown in Fig. 3.2 Two
paraìlel-p'lane stainless steel electrodes
were used to avoid the possible
effects of complicated field and space-charge
distiibutions caused by other
forms of erectrode geometry.
Each of the erectrodes was
shaped to give a
Bruce type unÍform field eiectrode
with an overaJl diamete r of z cm to
avoid the edge effect- The error
in para'llelism

is

estimated to be less
than 3%' Throughout the investigation
the gap rength was fixed at 0.2
cm.
The electrodes were supported
by a frame work of three rods
and two
circular discs, ail of Lava stone.
The a*angement for the conduction
current n&rsurenents at various
temperatures is shown in Fig.
3.2. To
obtain reproducible resu'lts the 'liquid
samp'le was electrical ly
stressed
for about 40 minutes at each of four
different increasing fierds. This
time was usualìy'long enough
for the conduction current to reach a
steady
state varue, but if not, sufficient
time for this to occur was given
before the fieJd was raised.
After such a step-by-step conditioning
has
been completed at room
temperature the ìiquíd sampìe
was then heated. The
ìiquid samp'le was maintained at the
highest temperature
range used

for this investigation for about two
hours,

of the temperature

and then the

Fig. 3.2

Amangment

for

measurement

of

temperature

OIL LEVEL

effect on conduction current

THERMOCOUPL E

TO ELECTROMETER

TRANSFOFMER

INSULATE D CLAMP

(¡

Ol
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conduction current

the temperature was decreased slowly to
room temperature. This was al so
the same technique used earl.ier by Kao
was

measured as

and Catderwood I1SOSJ.

3.3

ELECTROLUMINESCENCT MEASUREMENTS

this investigation several liquids have been chosen
in order
whether this phenomenonoccurs in all
dielectric ìiquids. The

For

to

examine

'liquids used
were n-hexane' cyclohexane,

of

benzene and carbon

tetrachloride

spectroscopic arade of purity, and arso
transformer oi1, benzene and
chloroform of technicar grade. A|r liquids
were used as suppìied by
the manufacturer without any further treatment.
The gìass test cell was
equipped with a flat quartz window
aligned with the electrode

the líquid gap' The ['Jestinghouse

its

photocathode sensitive

s-25), together with

system and

t^ll-32002 image

to visible

RcA g3iA

and near

intensifier

system with

infrared (photo response

photomurtiplier 9 stages (photo

s-4)' Keithìy

response

601 electrometer and Honeyweil Electronik
19 double
recorder were used to record the erectroiuminescent

pen

intensity. Fig. 3.3
shows the arrangement for these
measurements. For the effect of hydrostatÍc
pressure measurements the test
cell was pìaced in a pressure chamber similar
in design to that used by Kao and his co_workers
11961, i96S]. The chamber
consists of a perspex cy'linder 12 inches
in length, and 4 inches and
5 inches in inside and outsíde diameters,
respectively. The
pìates are'isolated from each other
by six permari rods

two metal end

of 3/4 inch in
oir up to the stopper

diameter. The chamber was fiiled with transformer
of the test celì, but berow the tip of the
u-tube. The function of the

Fig. 3.3

Arrangement

PHOTOMULTIPLIER

for

DOUBLE CONVEX LENS

hg

GAS

N2

erectroruminescence measurements

\

TRANSFORMER OIL LEVEL
TO SUPPRESS CORONA

TEST CELL

TRANSFORMER OIL LEVEL
IN CHAMBER

Ol
\¡

500_fL
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transformer

bursts'

oil is to act as a safety measure in case the pressure

chamber

Pure nitrogen gas was used as medium
to transmit the pressure via
the mercury seaì to the ìiquid sample.
The chamber was p'laced in a tank
filled with transformer oir to a revei berow
the test ceil window, with
the aim avoiding any corona discharge
at the high voìtage end of the
chamber [bottom end]' The image
intensifier system together
convex lens weremountedon

with a

double

a telescopic stand to facilitate fine
adjustment
of the position of the image intensifier
to arign with the ìiquid gap.
The double convex lens could be
accurately adjusted to give a better
image.
The photomurtipìier was shierded
and was fitted nicery to the eye piece
of the image intensifier so that no externar
right coujd leak into the
system' The output of the photomuìtiplier
was measured with Keith.ly 601
electrometer and also with the pen
recorder to record the details of the
ìight signaì variations' Another set of
equipment was used simultaneously
to measure the conductíon current associated
with the light signaì. Apart
from the electrometer and the double
pen recorder the optica.l system
was
enclosed in a dark room. To arign
the ìiquid gap with the opticar system,
a smalì ìight bulb was pìaced inside
the tank to illuminate

the liquid

gap

so that the image intensifier can
view the erectrode system. By adjusting
the horizontar distance between the
lens and the riquid gap untÍ.r a crear
image of the erectrodes was
observed on the ímage intensifier
screen, which
was turned on at the ground
level. The small'light was then turned off
and the setup is ready for erectroruminescence
experiments.

this investigation the positive electrode
was a stainless steel
pìane having the shape of a
Bruce type uniform electrode and
an overall
For
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diameter

of 2 cm. The negatìve

erectrode was a stainress steer sphere
of
díameter 0'3 cm if the electroluminescent
intensity was sufficìent1y ìarge,
such as in some liquids of technÍcar grade
(e.g., benzene). For riquids,
sucn as pure n-hexane, etc., the
electroluminescent

intensity

then a cathode containing 4 steer points,
each

of

which was

was weak,

of 0.00g cm in

radius' aligned linear'ly with the separation
of 0.4 cm between the nearest
poÍnts, lvas used.
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CI-IAPTER 4

HIGH FIELD ELECTRIC

CONDUCTION

For a ìong time now there has been

the low negative

difficuity in accounting for
carrier mobilities normally found in simpìe ìiquids
such as

n-hexane' The failure of mobiiity data to satisfy
l^lalden,s ruìe (which states
that the product of mobi'lity and viscosity is temperature
invariant)
indicates that carriers may not be pure ions in
the host riquid. The
recent finding of negative charge carriers of
much higher mobiìíty
[Minday et al. lg77] has changed the concept about the role
of impurities
in controlling the ejctric conduction in dÍelectric l-iquids.
However, the

fast charge carriers

observed are much faster than

ions, but

still

several

orders of magnitude slower than free electrons in
liquìfied rare gases.
tven though these fast charge carriers are electronic
in nature their
behaviour would be

quite different from excess electrons in the rare
liquified gases' In dielectric hydrocarbon liquids the presence
of various
impurities is inevitable. such impurities may act
as traps to trap charge
carriers. In solids, charge carriers trapped .in trapping sites
are
essentialìy stationary, whereas in riquids they can
migrate in the fierd
dìrection, but with a much lower mobility than that of
free eJeclrons.
Thus the charge caruiers in dielectric ìiquíds
may spend some time as free
electrons and some time as trapped electrons during
their migration under
an applied field.

the recent work of Kao lrcla, unpubrished] and the recenr
review [0'Dwyer 1973] on high-field electric conduction
in dÍelectrics we
believe that the conduction process at high fields
From

involves

field

assisted
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single injection and fierd

enhanced

detrapping.

the recent paper of
Kao Its76] and the experimental evidence
of filamentary conduction at
higher fields jn dielectric solids
flHwang and Kao 1974, Saji and Kao
From

1976,

Nakashima and Kao 19771 and

in dielectric ìiqu'ids [Goodwin 1956],

believe that the erectric conduction is
firamentary at high
fact, the erectric breakdown channer is always fiìamentary

we also

fierds.

In

no matter

whether

it is'in a riquid, a sorÍd, or a gas; and a breakdown produces

onìy a tiny spot of
Because

damage on each

of the trapping

of the electrode

surfaces.

and the detrapping processes, the

mean

carrier mobility is expected to be fierd dependent,
âfìd this has been
observed experimentaì]y by schmidt et
ar. ltsl+1. In this chapter the
theoretical ana'lysis wilì be presented fírst
using similar methods and
assumptions aswas adopted by Kao lnlal except that
the carrier mobiìityisnot
assumed to be constant but is controlìed
by the trapping and detrapping
processes when a

is

carrier

moves from

the cathode to the anode. This theorv
then used to interpret the experimental
results.

4.1

THEORY

some Ímportant assumptions are made

for the theoretical

anaìysis

and they are as follows:

(a) At fierds

higher than the threshord

fierd for the onset

of erectron injection from the cathode, the carriers
are
predominantìy negative-charge carriers,
free erectrons
and trapped electrons (trapped electrons
may be considered
as negative ions with a much lower mobility),
and the flow
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of

carriers constituting eìectric conduction
is
confined mainry in one or more
firaments formed between
such

two paraì1er pìane erectrodes (with
the edge effect

neglected).

The

total current

can be expressed

as

Ir = ifíJm 1+ Itil*
2+ .... =;,i* = HI
Equation

(4.r)

(4.r)

that the totar current can be
represented by the current in
one fÍrament I murt.ipìied
means

by a parameter H which may be fierd-dependent.
In this
ana'lysi s we use cyì i ndri caì
coordinates are used and oniy
one firament formed with its center
along the z-axis and
confined in a domain of radius js
rd
considered (ttre rirament is
generaìly not straight
[Saji and Kao 1976]). ïhe treat_
ment is two dimensional with pìane
at z 0 as

=

cathode and

that at z = d as the

anode

the

with the whoJe

system syrrunetrical about the
z_axis, the gap length

being d.

(b) in the firament, the rongitudinai

component

of

the

diffusion current can be ignored because
of the
ìongitudinal component of the elctric

fieïd,

radiar

component

because

fi

(c)

of the drift current

of the smari radial

component

rarge

and the

can be ignored

of the erectric

el d.

The concentration

of thermarìy

generated

the bulk'is neg'ligibiy small as

compared

carriers in
with that of

/J.

injected ca*iers from the cathode and, therefore,

can

be ignored.
As has been mentioned

earlier, the trapped electrons in the liquid
are not stationary like those in solids, but move under
an applied electric
fjeld and hence contribute to electric conduction. It is, therefore,
logical to postu'late that the total concentration of free and
trapped
electrons n are due to electron'inject'ion from the cathode
and that the
electric conduction in one filament js mobii'ity-controlled and governed
more

by the current flow equation
t-+_>

J(r)=J.(r)+Jr(r)

= eunlri, + (qunEr -

an

$|li r

U.z)

the continuÍty equation

i *1.
an
-ì:=-uv..l(r)
and

(4.3)

the Poisson equation
++
+
+
v.E = v.(Eri,

where

E. and E,^ and
i

vectors

unO

T. u..,respectively, the fields

in the z and r direction

meanings which have been defined

list]'

_>

* E"i") = T

U.4)
and the unit.

and the other symbo'ls have

their

usual

in chapter z lplease seealso the symbo'ls

that electron motion occurs through thermally act.ivated
jumps from one trap to another with
an average trap depth (or an average
barrier height) l.l, separated by an average distance l. The
By assuming

effective

carrier

mobír

ity

given by Eq. (2.r4)

u = +exp(-

is now rewritten as foilows

$)t.rofffil

+ expf-

At high fields the term exp(-qx./zkT) is smat
the mobility un at high fields may be
written

ffil:.

(4.5)

and can be negrected, hence

as

un =

*

exp(-

In the steady state, ãn/ðt = 0.

$l .*offfil .

Thus Eq.

(4.0¡

(4.3) reduces to

i.lr.t = Q.
By

substituting from Eq. (4.2) into (4.1',
-à

G.t¡

we obtain

->

v,[q nEriz + (qunE, -

eD

fili:

=

o.

(4.8)

Equation (+.a¡ can be separated to
d(unE,)

T-:-

=

0

(+.s7

and
dE

un,

#

+ uEr

ff; *

nr.,^

fr-þ

+ unrr

-o$i-or$=0.
ur
dr,

(+.ro¡
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Since E,^ is very sma'll based on assumption (b)
but dE"/dr
follows the poisson equatjon, thus

Eq. (4.i0)

dE

and

becomes

dF

unri]+ nErr$-þ=
-.dr *
dr, dr ofjt
The Poisson equation

js not

ro'r"1.
dr?t.

(4.n)

in the radiar direction is

åt.

þ*

E"t =
T.

(4.12)

Ignoring Er term, Eq. (4.I2) reduces to
dE

r-qn
-;'

¡r
From

l¿ lrì

Eqs. (4.13) an¿ (4.I2), we have
qun2

dn _
F. du * .,,
u'rdr
e * E¿
e -rdEa

.,,1

"LF

dn

d?n.

aF'æt-

(4.14)

Physical real'ity requires n to be finite for
al I val ues of r, and this
demands that dnldr must approach
zero when r + Q. Thus Eq. (4.14) reduces
to

u.

Qun-

Due

of

to the fact that

E_

'"fr =D#.

is

(4.15)

very small , then the effective mobi.lity

carriers in the radial direction can be assumed
to be independent
of the appìied electric field,and tr uZ as given
by Eq. (2.i5). Thus
Eq. (+.tS) reduces to:
charge

9uL

;n

z

=nd2n
-

dr?'

(4. i6)
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Using the boundary

conditions: n -+ no (the carrier concentration
at the
center of the filament) when r -' o and dn/dr +
0 and n + 0 when r * -, the
solution of Eq. (4-16) yieids
[For detai'rs, pìease see
Appendíx A].

n

- noti + f$.)z

,yz.

(

4.17)

(4.r7) has been derived earr ier by
Kao Lrg7s, 1976l.
The concentration no at the center
of the filament is related to
the current densit! Jro at r = 0 as fojlows
Equat'ion

.Jro = QunnoEt

= qnoÀv exp[-(#

-

i?,,

(4.18)

At the center of the fiiament and in the z direction
Eq. (+.+¡ can

be

wri tten

dE,

Qno
E_;.

From Eqs. (4.

iB) and (4.19)

we haye

dE,

É

(4.1e)

rn
- r,r
=;ff.*prå
- -z-,f]
qÀE-

J

or:
r

,o dz = eÀv .rp ( -

#)

.*p

tlþ

Using the boundary conditions:

E*Ea

'¡lhenz*0

¿r,

.

(4

.zo)
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and:
d

(

[ = | Edz = E^..d
)dv
the solution of Eq. (4.20) yierds
[For detaiìs pìease see Appendix B].

wnere

(L::^t./t).
r^/ - exyEur/z_
,r
uzo - _Zkrev
-qil 1e expl^..^r
- ",,,¡,¡-'l¿T--li(4.2I)
-m-J
tr

Y=3.
-av
The current densi

average value

t!

Jro can be approx.imated as a function

of

the

of the charge ca*ier concentration ñ0, the
average value

of the carrier mobility irr and the average
vaiue of the electric field

Euu, and

Ít

nra.v

be wrítten

as

Jro = 9I¡ño

Euu

= eñoÀv exp[The combination

of

Eq

.

(#r., - å,#ll.
qÀ E

(q.21) and Eq. (+.257 gives

ño=ffi{e -expl þ(i

- .,)lr.

At high e'rectric fierds y is smarler than
but crose to unity,
Eq. (+.2+1 can be approximated as
follows

o, =

ffi

(4.2t¡

{1

- exp[-(t

+

(+.2+1
hence

ç# (r - v))]r.

(4.2s7

7R

By expanding the

tern exp[-(t + erEuu/2kr (r - v)] and keeping
ìn mind that
(t - v) is very smaH but is a positive quantity,
then we can neg.rect
terms envolving (1 - y) withpowers
higher than unity. Thus Eq. (4.2s)
reduces to

ñ,=ffirt-þ(r-v)1.
using ño for no

in Eq. (4.r7)

and assuming

(+.za¡

that the row-field

mobi lity v,
follows the Einstein reration
v2/D = q/ T, the average negative charge
carrier concentration along the z-direction
as a function of r is g.iven by

ñ = ñol1

2,

* (eår) '

(ño )%

substitution of the expressíon for
ño from
ñ = ño{1 +
Hence

the current density

,l-2.

tq. (4.26) into

[4{ rt - ll+ (r - v) )*

Jr(r)

can be.wrìtten

Jr(r)
= eih Euuño rr +

= oilnñ

= Jro {1 +

Eq. (4.27)-vie]ds

to,

(4.28)

Euu

tfl. rt - oif+' (i - y) )t" lr-'.
¡&d

,t .

4.27)

as

In Eq' (4'ze¡ the term elr,Euuño is equaì to Jro,

.lr(r)

(

oålt

(r -

hence we can
,,,)

)f ro,

(4.2s)

write
(4.30)

Thus, the current
¡v confined
vv"¡ rrrEL¡ in
rrr ct
a firament
rllamenf, of effective radius
rarírc rd
r^
is given

by
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a-

lo

I

)0

r,
(a
I

)0

J

r(r)

2nrro

Zrrdr

ir + ¡ff rt - oäft (r - v )l'i,

JroQ,az) izu.dlr -

-2

þ(r-v)lr-1

x{rnrl

. (#, - oilt (r - v),r},-t

+ [i +

r#rr - oilt (r - v),,* ?

To evaluate

J.o and

rdr

3-1-

I, the varue of y must be first

1].

(4.31)

determined.

of y depends on the mechanism of singre injectìon.
In genera.r,
single injection in dielectrics is due
either to Fowler-Nordheìm
The value

Schottky emission.

or to

It is easy to find y b), nakinn Jro = Jc, where

J. is the

current density at the cathode and
depends on E. (or y = E./tuu)
and the
mechanism of single injection.
In the present analysis electron

injection has been assumed to be main'ly
due to

Fowler-Nordheim emission

[Gal]agher IgTSl from the cathode following
the equation

J.

= aEz.

=

.*p(*)

u:z

^ry2.-0,;ç,

where a and b are constants depending
on
the cathode and the riquid. B,u eouatinq

(+.s27

the interfacial condition between
Jro and J. and assuminn that

80.

b/tavY < 1 and y <
Y=

1,

then

y is given by the fo'row.ing

z*
--av t+.
4E'uu #5_

expr_

equation

r - ,Ilu,,rrr'.

3QdaE¿uu

It

should be noted that up to date
there
able about the mechanism of singìe

(4.33)

is no experimental evidence avaij-

injection to the riqufd, and it is our
belief that an expe.iment to determine
this may not be easy to perform in

ìiquids' However, the expression for Y for other

injection

mechanisms, such

as due to schottky emission,can be
readiìy obtained using the above method.
For a fixed 9ap length and normal
temperatures

that the term
9ÀEuu
,Zed¡.,
,.
+
r3À Lr .,(1

lÏi:

can be

assumed

1

- Y)li
.

it

f"^

in Eq.(4.31) is very small, such that
c = {Êîdt,

.þ

ïhen, Eq. (4.31) can be written

r

(1

- v)ir }. r.

G.sq)

as

= rro en¿z),fiqft

-

+þ

(r - y)lr-l

x{ln(l +6¡ +(1 +e)-1 -U.
By expansion

of rn(i + G) and (1 + e)-1, tne above equation

r = J,o Ql.d\,#t, .. ,Gz ,

" rT ---J.

oåf+r

reduces to

(r _ y)lr-i

2G3,

(4.35)

xl

For simplicity, the term 2G3l3 js
neglected.

Then

Eq. (4.35) reduces ro:

f

J

From

Eq. (4.1) the total cument

is

(4.s0¡

roGrz o) .
given

by

(*n2 \
I-| = H
" ,1
"ZOt"'
d/

= (Hnr2o)

-

+¡k"
(t^/

-

exp[-

qrvr

-.xpi_-

(ld

-

ql_ruuze),

ur/2).,

-_l_t_-.,, w ---

qÀ E^.

= (znrz

oH)

#."0i-

#-,,

x{l - exp[-t
- y)]].
(q.st)
þ(1
In Eq' (4'37) the first { } can be considered
as the bulk-controlJed factor
and the second { } as the erectrode
controlred factor.
For singre-type carrier conduction,
[Kao 1976]. By assuming that the term

rapidly with

total current

Euu

as the term

arways ress than unity

in the second { }

in the first { i,

does

not vary

then from Eq. (4.37) the

can be written

F'.,0r4.2

y is

t-

?1,,."t,.

(4.38)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For several fixed temperatures
the conduction current
has been measured as a functÍon
of average applied

fixed temperature the resuits are piottecr
in terms

in n-hexane
electric field for each
of ìon(irlkï) as a

R2

function of Euu' and they are given'in
Fig.

of

measurements

of

4.!

A comp'lete different series

conduction current

in n-hexane as a function of
temperature and by ke,eping the
average appried electric fierd
constant
have aiso been performed. The
resurts are pìotted in terms of log(Iïlkï)
as a function of r/T for nine different
fierds are shown in
Fig. 4.2.

For n-pentane, n-heptane, benzene
and toJuene the conduction
current has been measured as a function
of temperature at two fixed average
appiied erectric fie'rds, 30 kv cm-1
and 250 kv.r-1. The resurts
are aJso
plotted in terms of log(ITlkT)
as function of l/ï which are shown
in
Fig' 4'3 for n-pentane and n-heptane
and in Fig. 4.4 for benzene and
to I uene

.

4.3
ICAL

MODEL

In Fig' 4'1 it can be seen that for fields
h.igher than 2s0 kv cm-l
all six curves for six different temperatures
are pararìer to each
other, which fit weir the theoreticaììy
predicted reration (+.sg).

fields

between 100

Kv'tt-l

and 250 KV.cm-l

For

the curves for ìow temperatures

still foilow cl0seìy Eq. (4.3g) such as
curves

A and B, but

at

temperatures

higher than 3130K, deviation from
Eq. (4.3g) beqins. The higher the
temperaturê' the higher is the
field at which such deviation begìns.
ïhis
may imply that at high temperatures
the term QxEur/2KT becomes sma¡
and
so the approximate expression
for uh by negìecting the term exp(-qrEuu/2KT)
in Eq. (4.5) becomes inaccurate.

In Fig. 4.2 the deviation from Eq. (4.¡g)
at high temperatures and
at low fields shown in Fig.4,1 is not
seen. This may be due to the fact
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I

q)
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t-

}-"l

_c¡

lo-

200
Eou

2a
250

(kv cm-l ')'

Fig. 4.1 I1lkT as a function of E",, for
n-he'xane at T of
(A) 2s7oK. (B) sosoK, (c): 3130K,
(D) 3230K,
(E) 333oK; and (F) 3380K
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that the

gap length may have been

slighily

reduced

for

at high temperatures

such a smarì change in gap rength,
aì.rowance has not been made
for
Fig' 4'2' such change in gap length has
been estimated to be less than
!% from 2g3oK to 3380K' By assuming
that such a change is r% fron2g3oK
to 3380K' points on the curves for the values
of r/T smaJler

than

may be gradualry brought down
berow

and

3.i x 10-3

the original points on the curves.
However' this should not alter
the general trend and slopes of these
curves.
0n the basis of these curves the activation
and the resuits are given

energies have been carcurated

in

Tabre

4.1.

actÍvation energies for
and 50 kv cm-i are equal, indicating
that the activation
energy and hence, the carrier mobility
at low fierds are practically
The

fields of 30 kv cm-1

independent

of appìied field.

By taking

the low-field activation energy
of 0.57 ev as the average depth of the traps
from the conduction band
(the energy band in which the carriers
act as free electrons and this term
originated for crystalline materials
has been genera'lìy used in the field
of amorphous semÍconductors), the average
separat.ion distance À has been
also calcurated,
for the varues of À at row fierds which may
be
:1.:lt
affected by neg'lecting of the term exp(-qrEuu/2kT) in
Eq. (4.5), the

of I for fields
mean varue of 161 A0.
values

depends on

The accuracy

of ail

r^r

and

i, given in the tabres

the accuracy of the current, voJtage and temperature

and the accuracy

involved

higher than 200 kv cm-1 are consistent with the

of

draw'ing the

in the former is less

straight

lines.

than t3% and

The overaJl possible error

that in the latter is less

than x2%. Therefore, the accuracy of the computed

within t5%.

The

accuracy I imi

t.

measurements,

variation of À in Tabre 4.1

þJ

may be

and

l

shourd

be

part'ry due to this
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TABLE

4.1

ACTIVATION ENERGIES OF ELECTRIC
CONDUCTION IN n.HEXANE

Activation Energy
(ev) $%
30

ntr1

50

0.57

0.57

100

0.53

n

0.48

0.57

150

200
250

tr,7

0.41,

v.v5/

74

0.081

108

0. i58

158

0.43

v.3/

0.226

180

300

0.31

0.57

0.260

t73

350

0 .30

0.57

0.269

400

0.28

0.57

0.286

143

89.

IABLE 4.2
ACTTVATION ENERGiES OF
ELECTRIC CONDUCTION

IN

Li qui d

Activation Energy,
30 kVlcm

n-pentane
n-hexane

n-heptane

SATURATED HYDROCARBON LIQUIDS

(eV)

t5

250 kV/cm

0 .39

0.25

n?o

0. 143

0 .57

0. 34

0.57

0.226

u.cö

u.+b

0

.58

0.

111
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TABLE

4.3

ACT]VATiON ENERGIES OF
ILECTRIC CONDUCTION

IN

Liqui

d

Activation Energy,
30

Benzene

Tol uene

AROMATIC HYDROCARBON
LIQUIDS

kVlcm

.27
0.37
0

(eV) t5%

250 kV/cm
0.15
0.19
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The good agreement between the
experimental

results and the simple

relation (4'sa) impties that the electric
conduction is bulk-limited.
This means that carriers injected
from the cathode at high fields are
ampìe
to rep'lace those flowing out of the liquid
9âp, or in other words, the
conductance of the riquid gap is
smailer than the conductance of the
contact between the cathode and the 'liquid.
The conduction

current is
therefore more sensitive to the change
of the conductance of the liquid gap
than to the change of the conductance
of the contact caused by the increase
of the appìied field. The conductivity in
the bulk must be associated with
the mechanism of hindering the flow
of carriers (or limiting the mobility
of carriers). The theory based on a trapping
moder given in section 4.1
can well explain the fieìd-dependent
conductance and the field-dependent
activation energy. Several investjgators
fschmidt

and

Allen 1970, Minday et al .

et al.

rg74, schmidt

IglI

and 1972, Secker and Belmont I97Z and
Devins and t¡Jei 19721 have put forward
a simi'rar trapping model to expìaín
their carrier mobiìity resurts. As has been
mentioned in chapter 3 the

'liquid

samp'les used were

not rigorousìy degassed, hence it

is expected that

the concentration of oxygen morecures
in an air saturated riquìd may be
high enough to capture aìl injected
electrons to form negative jons

of

mobiìity'
their

low

But the trapped erectrons may not be permenantìy
trapped during
transit to the anode and it is most likely
that the effective

mobility of carriers in the 'riquid gap
forows the reration
_
'h

rr

"

mean

Ff "i
'f¿..+
-

v

' HçL¡
v
|
|
fut' r- +tf

(4.3e)
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wnere

ut

uf are, respective'ly, the mean mobil'ities of the trapped and
free electrons, and t, and t, are, respectively,
the total times for whjch
the carrier moves as a trapped electron, (negative
ion) and
and

as free electron.

The

mobility of a free electron

is

determined by the scattering processes

between the electron and the

liqu'id molecules and impurities, while the
mobility of a trapped electron depends mainly on
the v.iscosity of the liquid.

t, is always much smaller than t, and u¡ is always much larger than
ilt'it is obvious that if tf/tt. urlu, the electric conduction is ionic,
and if tf/\ t ur,/u, the electric conduction is
electronic but controlled
by the ratio of trlt, or, in other words, by the
residence time of the
electron in a trap. The mobility of 0.1 cm2 v-1
s..-1 for n-hexane measured
by Minday et al. lrgZrl is not the free electron
mobility but is the
Since

effecti ve mean mobi I 'i ty control I ed by traps . up to date
, there are no
experimental data for u¡ avairabre, but the effective
mean mobi.rity,
however, should be equal

on the ratío

of trlt,

electron in a trap
1972' Frommhold

to or higher than the ionic mobility depending

according

to (4.39).

As the resídence time

of

an

is

proportional to exp(t.J/kr) [Davis et al. rg71 and
196s], t,l is a measure of the energy required to release

an electron from a

trap.

The value

of

l^l

for

n-hexane deduced from our

results is 0.57 ev which is much rarger than those for
highry
and purified n-hexane reported by other investigators

degassed

[schmidt and Al]en

i970 and Minday et

al.

rg77], and also larger than the activation energy

for ionic mobiìity in n-hexane [LeBlanc, 1959]. The expìanation
for the
difference in thermal activation energy l^l among these
three cases is as
fol

I ows :

(j) In highry degassed and purified

riqu-ids a free erectron

could be trapped by a group of molecules
to form a
rocar ized poraron fMinday et ar
- rgTr]. t¡J for this
case nepresents the energy necessary
to rerease such
trapped erectron from a morecurar trap
before
move as a free electron. Such
a self-imposed

it

a

can

trappÍng

Ínvolves mainly the poìar^ization
energy between the free
eiectron and its surrounding
morecures. The varue of
w

(ii)

for

n-hexane

fo'owing this possible mechanism
is
0.186 eV [Minday er aì. II7IJ.
In air-saturated but highly pur-ified
liquids such as those
used for our experiments, a
free eJectron could be fÍrst

trapped by an oxygen morecure
to form an
then surrounded by the mojecules

0i

ion which is

of the host liquid, which

have been polari zed by

during

it to form a composite ca*ier

its migration through the liquid

Degroot 1967 and Secker

1970].

l,rl

[croitoru

for this

1g65,

case represents

the energy necessary to reJease
such a trapped eJectron
from such a composite carrier,
and therefore the vaJue
of shourd be rarger than the corresponding
va-rue from
'u
case (i). It is possible that
the energy required
to

detrap the electron from 0i alone
is rarger than that
required to detrap it from
a composite carrier because
the surrounding polarized morecures
tend to help pu.rling
the attached erectron out of the
0f ion. The varue of
0'57 ev may be of the rÍght order

for

r¡r

for

n-hexane
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following this possible mechanjsm. Furthermore,
hi shouìd
depend on the number of poìarized
morecures surrounding
the negative

ion.

The rarger the number

of surrounding
molecures, the smar jer wourd be the varue
of t¡J. 0f course,
the smailer the morecure size, the more wouid
be the

of

number

morecures beìng

attracted to surround the ion. That
the varue of r^r decreases with decreasing moìecure
size as
shown in Fig. 4.3 and Tabre 4.2 for
saturated hydrocarbon

ìiquids and in Fig. 4.4 and Tabre 4.3 for unsaturated
hydrocarbon riquíds supports this hypothesis.
It shourd
be noted

that the agents to trap the free erectrons are

not necessarily oxygen molecules and could be other
chemicar impurities which have a high
erectron aff.inity
and have not been removed from the

(iii)

iiquid

sampres.

In less purified ìiquids the erectric conduction is
mainìy

ionic.

activation energy for th.is case is
a measure of the ease with which a stabre negative
composite carrier (a negative ion with its
The

surrounding

polarized morecuies) can sride through
the riquid and
therefore shourd be crose'ry rerated to the viscosity

the riquid.

it

of

can be expected the rarger the size of

the composite carrier, the higher wouìd be the
activation
energy for a given'riquid viscosity. This
expìains why
the activation energy for ionic
n-hexane, which

is

ca*ier mobir ity

in

about 0.14 ev [LeBranc 1959],

is

h.igher

than the activatíon energy

fo. viscosity in the same
liquid, which is about 0.10
fAdamczewski i969]. It should

be noted, however,that the
mechanism involved in the
activation energy for ionic conduction
is compìeteìy
different from the mechanisms for
,u Ín case (i) an¿ (ii).

If

the above argument

is

reasonable, the average distance
between

adjacent trapping sites ¡. should
reflect the concentration of traps. By
a
rough estimation, the concentration
of traps is about (ttx)3 = 2.4 x 1017.r-3

corresponding

to

one

trap in to4-to5 host morecuies.

If the traps are
dissolved oxygen molecures, the concentnation
of 2.4 x t0r7 cm-3 of oxygen
molecules in an air-saturated 'riquid
is not unreasonabre. However, our

of ¡, is much smater than that reported by
Devins and wei Ltllzl
based on their transient photocurrent
anaìysis.
value

This discrepancy cannot
be exp'lained because detailed information
about the purity of their liquid
sampìes and ours is not available.
To determine the conduction current
at

a given fierd, both u' and À are important.
In Fig. 4.3 the conduction
current in n-pentane at a given field
ís ìarger than that in n-heptane at
low temperatures, but this trend
is reversed at high temperatures.
may be due

to

t^r(heptane)

t

This

hJ(pentane). The varue

of l for n-heptane is
smaller than that for n-pentance
and n-hexane, and this may be due
to
different inherent impurities and different
amounts of such impurities in

different ìiquids'

Kahan and Morant

[1965] have reported that based

on

thein gas chromatograþy anarysis, n-hexane
may contain up to 20%of hexane
isomers and other impurìties.
l^Jithout identifying various impurities
in
these ìiquid sampìes it is impossibre
at th.is stage to g.ive further
comments about the values of
À.
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so

far, to our knowiedge, the activation

at

Euu

energies for high_fierd
electric conduction as functions
of app'lied field for saturated hydrocarbon
liquids are not avaijable in the
literature, so no comparison can be
made
ro our results' However, the
activation energy for toluene at
row fierds

(0'374 ev

= 30 kt/ cm-l)

is close to the value of

0.33 ev at

= 10 kv.r-1 fo. toruene reported by Lepage
and DuBridge [to+01, but
our varue of activation energy for
Euu = 250 kv cm-1 (0.1g3 ev) is
much
higher than theirs for the same field (0.04g
eV). Again, this discrepancy
can be attributed to different impurity
contents in riquid sampìes. For
both benzene and toluene the quantity.log(IrlkT)
vs 1/kT plots follows the
relation (+' ¡g) and the activation energy
decreases with increasing
appìied field, indicating that the
same trannjno n:odel can ajso
be used to
explain high-field electric conductionphenonenon
Euu

in

liquids.

unsaturated hydrocarbon

v/.

CHAPTER 5
ELECTROLUMTNES CENCE

Ïhese are two prebreakdown
- phenomena which
may be of great importance
to the study of electric breakdown
processes. One of these
phenomena is
the non Jinear cuffent-voìtage
characterístics at high fields
which has
been discussed in some
detail in Chapters 2 and 4.
0n the basis of this
phenomenon Kao
ltglal has formed a new theory for
electric breakdown in
dielectric

liquids'

occurs

in

most

The

other

phenomenon

is

the erectroJuminescence which

dielectric liquids at fierd
crose to their

breakdown strength.
Since electroluminescence
always occurs in the cathode
region Kao and his
co-workers Iigso, 19664,
19668] has concluded that
the erectron emission
from the cathode is one
of the processes causíng the
finar eJectric breakdown in dielectric
liquids. As Kao and Higham
flgOll have
made

detailed

of variation of the breakdown
strength with temperature
and
hydrostatic pressure, it
is therefore, important to investigate
the effects
of temperature and hydrostatic
measurements

pressure on the phenomenon
of electro_

luminescence' This chapter
reports some new resuJts
and our ínterpretation.
5.

1

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The electroJumÍnescence

has been observed

and benzene

of spectroscopic arade and
in
technical grade' The electroiuminescence
observed

to

appear always

in

n_hexane, cyclohexane

benzene and chroroform

in at these riquids

in the cathode region

independent

of

has

been

of ejectrode
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ge.metry.
occurs

r,{'ith a sphere-pìane eJectrodesysten (non_uniforn

first

fierd nap)the riqht

near the sphere when it

is used as a cathode. If the polarity
is reversed, the ìight then appears first near the pìane but
at a much
higher threshord vortage for its onset. After
the onset of erectro_
luminescence, its light íntensity increases
with increasing appìied voltage.
For a given gap rength and

at a given appìied vortage, the point-prane

electrode system gives a hígher electroluminescent
intensity than the
sphere-p'lane electrode system, provided that
the point and the sphere are

the cathode. The spatia'l pattern and distribution
of the electroluminescence vary with time, though they
remain statistical]y in the forms
reported earlíer by Kao and his co-worker
[Kao 1965, smith et ar. 1966].
used as

When

the electroluminescent intensity was recorded us.ing
the

optical system described in chapter 3, random right bursts
have been
observed at atmospheric pressure (zero gauge pressure)
in n_hexane

and

cyciohexane

of

spectroscopic arade and

in

chloroform

of technical

grade,

but there are practica'lly no light bursts in benzene.
The light bursts
a'lways accompanied by cument bursts as
shown in

noted that the amplitude and pulse width

Fig.

5.i. It

shoul

d

be

of the bursts are not constant,

but vary to a great extent from time to time at a given
app'lied voltage
the frequency of their occurrence is arso at random.
Al

I

1

i qui

ds under ínvesti gati on exhi bi t el ectrol

except carbon tetrachloride
detected

at fields

up

for

are

umi nescence ,

which no electroluminescence has

to a value iust prior to its

been

breakdown strenqth.

and

qq

-I
-T
b

Fig.

5.1

Typicaì random bursts in n_hexane, upper
trace:
I í ght bursts , 'l ower trace :
current
ts
þilrs
,
scale 1 s/¿iv. horizontat an¿-ã' *-ið-7'A/div.
vertical (for current burii-oñlvl ] electrodes:
4 points-plane, gap tengtÀi+mr,,ái¿-åppìied
voltage 50 V.
a - horizontal div.
b - vertical dÍv.

100.

5.1.1

(A) In the range of pressure applied in
the present

inves_

tigation [zero gauge pressure (atomospheric
pressure)
to gauge pressure of 14 kg cm-2], the
spatiaì pattern
and distribution of the erectroJuminescence
are not

affected by pressure.

(B)

The applied hydrostatic pressure
suppresses armost
compJete'ry the random ìight
and

current bursts

and

reduces the erectroruminescent

Fig' 5.1) for

n-hexane

intensity (marked L in
and cycrohexane of spectroscopic

grade and

for chroroform of technicar grade. Typical
results for n-hexaneare shown in Fig.
S.Z. It is
interesting to note that
for benzene the app.lied oressure
enhances the erectroruminescent
intensity. Typicar
results in benzene are shown in Fig.
5.3. In Fig.
5.4,

the rerative íntensity. (The ratio
of L-Lo at various
gauge pressure

to that at zero gauge pressure, Lo

being the background rever
screen

(c)

of the

image

intensifier

prior to the anDearance of the
lioht).

The pressure dependence

technicar grade than

is

stronger

for that of

for

benzene

of

spectroscopic grade,

indicating that the impurities pray
a very important

role in this

phenomenon.
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(D) The steady-state
(marked

conduction current

at the nonburst level

I in Fig' 5'1) is not sensitive to pressure

the pressures under investigat.ion.

(E)

effect ofnressures on the electroluminescent
intensity
in n-hexane and cycìohexane is
contrary to that in benzene,
but these ìiquids exhibit
the same pressure dependence
of the breakdown strength.
The

The breakdown strengths

cycìohexane and benzene
increase

applied pressure up to 14
kg
fhe trend of these resuJts
reported

of

with the increase of

.r-2 u, shown in Fig.

S.5.

is exactìy the same as those

earjier by Kao and Higham

difference

[tgOt].

ïhe onìy

is that our resurts were obtained
under

conditions and theirs under
-psec purse conditions.
5

for

dc

.1.2

ïhe rerative intensity as
a function of tenoeratu¡^e for
n-nexane
and cycìohexane of spectroscopic
grade is shown in Fig.
S.6. It can be
seen that the rerative
e'rectroJuminescent intensity
decreases with

temperature

5.1.3

for both n-hexane and cyclohexane.

The

effect of additives

The threshold voltage

for the onset of

eiectroruminescence

decreased
while the electroluminescent jntensity
and associated conduction
current
increased when a drop
of ethyì aJcohol (5%

by voìume) was added to n-hexane
of spectroscopic grade. A simirar
effect has been reported earlier
for
the conduction current in
n-hexane by Kao and calderwood
11965].
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5.2

That the electroluminescence
always occurs in the cathode
region
indicates that it must be associated
with the electron emission from the
cathode' tlectroJuminescence is phenomenon
a
of radiative recombination.
As the mean free path of an
erectron in dierectric ìiquids is
of the
order of 10-7 cm' it is hard
to believe that an electron can gain
a kinetic
energy of the order 7.7 ev to
excite an atom or a molecure

without the

secondary process invoJved,and

of the order 10-20 ev to ionize an atom
or
a molecule even at a field of i06
V cm-l. Since the electroluminescence
which has been detected by our
opticar system is in the visibre region,
it
involves an energy rerease of
the order of i.7 to 3.1 eV. Based
on this
jnformation the fotowing
possibre mechanisms are proposed.

(1)

Because

of the Íonization due to cosmic radiation

and

the thermaJ dissociation of morecures
of impurities or
of the riquid itserf, there aìways exists
positive

space

charge near the cathode, the
electrons emitted from the
cathode may then recombine with
some positive ions to
produce erectroiuminescence
forìowing
process

the

e+A+*A**A+hv

:

(5.1)

e denotes the electron, A*, A ând
A denote the
,
atom or morecure with one erectron
missing, in excited
where

in ground states, respectiveìy; h is planck,s
constant and v is the frequency
corresponding to emitted
and

'light

spectrum.

.
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(2)

of the presence of ions in the'liquid there aiways
exists an electrohydrodynamic turburence in the riquid
Because

[0stroumov 1956, p'ickanri ].953J.

It is nossibie

that

this turbulence may create cavities near the cathode so
that some eiectrons emítted from the cathode may be abie
to gain sufficient energy in the fierd to excite molecures
of impurities or of the ìiquid itserf. The criticar fierd
for this to occur is given by
E

where

the

= hv/qÀ,

(5.2)

free path of the erectron, which is
expected to be much rarger in cavities than in the liquid.
It is 'likery that both

1is

mean

mechanisms

for

are important

n-hexane, cyc'lohexane, and chloroform. The suppression

of I ight bursts and current bursts

and the reduction of

the eiectroluminescent intensity by the apprication of
hydrostatic pressure indicate the formation of cavities

or low-density
turbulence.

zones possibly caused by e'lectrohydrodynamic

The suppression

of current bursts by hydro-

static pressure has been reported earlier by Kao and
Calderwood [1965]. In Fig. S.1 the bursts in light
intensity and in current have armost the same shape and
at about the same time. it shourd be noted that

'ccur
the visual difference in time between the two traces in
Fig. 5.1 is due to sright misarígnment of the initiar
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positions of the two pens of the recorder,
and that our
measuring arrangement is not sensitive
enough to measure
the time lag between the l.ight bursts and the
curyent

bursts.

However,

it is rikeìy that there are some large

cavities transienily appearing near the cathode,
and the
cu'ent bursts are associated with the sudden accereration

of electrons by the fierd in the cavities

and

the ì.ight

bursts are associated with the rerease of
energy from
molecures excited by those acceierated eiectrons.

(3)

The phenomenon

that electroluminescent intensity in benzene
increases with the increase of app'ried hydrostatic
pressure

may be associated
benzene

with the presence of n-e'rectrons in

the

ring.

Forester Lrcaz1 has reported that n-electrons
are invorved in the current transport mechanism
either by

a hopping or tunneríng process in benzene. The
appìication
of hydrostatic pressure wiìì enhance the eff.iciency of
this
process s0 as

to make it easy for such erectrons to gain
enough energy in the field to cause
excitation of morecuies
of impurities or of the 'riquid itserf. The findÍngs of

ltglzl that the dc conductr'vity of benzene increases
with increasing pressure is probably due to the
enhancement
Garber

of the charge transport mechanism. The observed increase
in the pressure dependence of erectroruminescent intensity

in benzene of technicar grade ís ìarger than that in
benzene
of spectroscopic grade. This indicates that the presence

110.

of

some

ímpurities in dielectric li'quids

may

contribute to

electroluminescence possibly due to the fact that lower
energy 'is requi red to exci te 'impu.ity mo] ecur es than
to
exci

te the moel cuJ e of the I i qui d í tsel f.

Earl i er

Darveniza and Tropper [1961], and Darveniza
[1959] have

reported that the fluorescent material added to transformer
oil increases the I ight intensÍty. Recent'ly, Birlasekaran

lnlal have reported that electroluminescence
in transformer oir is due to microdischarges appearing

and Darveniza

in the ìiquid
electrode.

when

a conducting particre approaches the

However,

this

hypothes.is may expìain this

in transformer oil in which the presence of
such conducting oarticres is possibre. But erectroluminescence in pure dielectric liquids such as
those used
in the present investigation and also as has been observed
phenomenon

earrier ín pure n-hexane by Smith et ar. [tsoeJ may not
.be due to these microdischarges since the presence of
such conducting particres

For the temperature dependence

is

unr

ike]y in these riqu.ids.

of electroluminescent intensity,

it is likely'that the decrease of electroluminescent intensity w-ith
increasing temperature in n-hexane and cyc'lohexane,
is due to the increase
of the probabi'lity of collision between electrons and'liquid moìecules,
or between the liquid molecuJes themselves. This would lead to
reduction
of the mean free path of the ejectron, which in turn would reduce
the

amount

of

energy

that the electron could gain in the electric field.

1i1

If

the molecules

no excited states

of the impurities or of the l.iquid jtself

have

in the visible range, then no electroluminescence would
be observed in this region. carbon tetrachroride
may be one of manv
liquids belonging to this category.

.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUS IONS

0n the basís

of the hioþ ¡ierd erectric

conduct-!on investiqation

can draw the follourinq conclusions

(i)

The generaì expression

for the fiìamentary

singre

injection cu*ent-vo'rtage characteristics
taking into
account the combined erectrode and
burk
been derived on the basis of a
simpre

effects

has

trapping modeì,

and

this theoreticar

moder

fits weil the experimentar

resu'rts on high-fieìd erectric conduction,and
fiercl
dependent thermar

(ii)

activation energies in both saturated
and unsaturated hydrocarbon liquids.
This moder predicts that the trap density
in
an

saturated hydrocarbon riquid
which

(iii)

is of the order of

is not unreasonable.

The presence

of traps, particu.larly

negative gas morecures tend

air

10i7 .r-3

those formed by

to rower the average mobirity

of the charge carriers. This may be important
to
insuration engineers.

certain impurities

It is possibre that the doping of

may increase

the discharge inception

voìtage and hence the breakdown strength

of

the

insulation material.

(iv)

The idea

of firamentary conduction is

arso

of importance

to insuiation engineers. If the erectrode
surface is
very nonuniform and the insuration

is

very

inhomogeneous,
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then the current passing through
an insuìation, for
examp're, between the core
and the sheath of a coaxiar
cabJe may be

firamentary.

The

totar current

passing

through the insuration materiar
may be neg'rigibìy smaì1,
but this cu'ent may be concentrated
in a few fiìamentary
paths of extremeìy small cross-sections
creating a very high
current density in such filaments,
which may ìead to

thermal instabirities and

final breakdown of the insuration

(or the cabìe). Therefore, to
design a good insulation
system it is important to choose
a material of homogeneous

structure and to

between the metar and

make sure

that the interface

the insuration

is

smooth so as to

possibility of carrier injection at
low
applied fields to start the filament
formation.
reduce the

However,

the trapping

To gain a proper understanding

mechanisms invoJved

of the fundamental

are open to specuìation.

mechanisms,work should be

directed to examine the filamentary
conduction and to study the pulse
and
dc conduction in urtra-pure hydrocarbons
with precisely known impurity
contents, and the effects of controted
doping impurities.

It

shourd be noted

that r-igorous treatment of such high_field

transport problems should include
the field and temperature dependence
of
e ônd other parameters due to the
effects of space change, impurities and
e'lectrohydrodynamic-motion. Obviously
the solutìon taking into account
all those effects wiil have to be numerical
rather than anaryticaì.
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Regarding the electroluminescent
phenomena in Chapter

proposed two possible
mechanisms responsibre
are:

(a)

for their

we have

occuruence and they

The erectrons

injected from the cathode may
recombine
radiativeJy with the positive
charge existing near
cathode, which may be impurity
ions
extraneous radiation.

(b)

5,

The presence

of ionic

the

or ions created

bv

in the .riquid may
create an eJectrohydrodynamic
motion in the .riquid.
The turburence produced by
this motion may produce
space change

cavities near the cathode through
which some eJectrons
emitted from the cathode may
be able to gain sufficient
energy

in the fierd to excite morecures
of impurities

or of the riquid

itserf.

such excited morecuJes

mav

reJease radiative energy
while returning back to
their ground state. The spectrum

of the radiation

depends on

It

the type of

moJecuJes excited.

should aJso be noted that in
the case of anomatic hydrocarbons
r-electrons pìay a very important
role in the erectroruminescence processes.

1aI tî

APPINDIX

Equation (4.16) can be written

A

as

ddn = Quln-.
?

d:F

;Ii

ãF

Multiplying the reft hand side by dnldn and
ret dnldr = p, then

(A.1)

tq.

(A.r)

becomes

P

å*=

s.r.

(A.2

)

Integration:of Eq. (A.Z) gives
P2

qul

n3
Z-;D-T*A,

where A

(A.3)

is the integration constant. From the boundary conditìons
ivhenn*tl

åå*o
Thus A must be

zero.

Therefore Eq. (n.S¡

å* = rå

becor¡es

S,' n3/2.

(n.+¡

integration of Eq. (A.+¡ yields
-zn-k
Using the boundary condition n

= (+$lt. =

*

no when

,.

(A.5)

r + 0, we obtain

B=+2no-4.

(A.O¡
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substitut'ing Eq- (4.6) into Eq. (4.5) and choosinq + sign
from the physìca.l
real'ity that n decreases with the increase of r, we have
n-%

= no-k

*

t#,r.

or

n = notr

- r$-)%rl-'.

(n.z)
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APPENDIX

Letti

B

ng

c = eÀv exp(Eq. (4.20.) can be written
J

$t,

(a.r¡

as

exp,*l

,odz = c

dEr.

(B

.z)

Integration of Eq. (ø.27 yieìds

rro,
where F

*,

=

'åT'

is the integration constant

boundary condition

Er
Thus we

have

when z

^..-,9^E.'
= ?(Tc exP(ZIi)

iÀ-

Equation (A.:¡ then can be written

(8.3)

and can be determined using the
foJlowinq

* E.

r

.*ofþ¡ ,

+

o

.

(a.+¡

as

r,o'=iFtexplþ) -.*nrþ1.
By rearranging the terms

in Eq. (8.5),

Ezcan be written

,qÀE^.
F -2kT.,.rQ^J.o'z
li- InL?Irc: t + exP{*f¡¡.

(a.s¡
as

(a.o¡

11R

Using the boundary condition

v=
and

Erdz = ruuo,

Id

\ó./)

letting

t=lþ'

(B'8)

and

h = expl$¡,

(e.s¡

I{e obtain

Euud=#f
q^
)g

ln(mz+h)dz.
"twl'

(8.10)

Integration of Eq. (a,
fO¡ yie.tds

, * QÀ(Eav - E")
¿'r-=ff-=
Expressing the term
h/Md

L
(t +fr)

tn(1 +

f) .

(8.11)

in terms of Eq. (e.B) an¿ (8.9),we
obtain

*!=ffiexpr-(\H)r.
Thís term

is much smalìer than unity

write Eq. (g.ti) by approximation

so

it

as

,*gÀ(Euu-r)
t+--¿---c'=ln(r*fl
and (8.12)

can be neglected. Hence
tve

,

(8.12)

as

.

1 - 9J.od -w - q^E^/Z
¿Kt J - a-zklerexpL---TTl-1.

.*o¡q^(E*,u=--EJ.,

(8.13)

can
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Then from

Eq. (8.13) the current density Jzo can be written

as

kTev ra ^..-,. (t - qxluu/Z)
..r - -õãie êxPL- ----n-i"zo

-

expr-

(w

- qrJluulz)rr.

(8.14)
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